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FOREWORD

.

This publication is ome of five SUGGESTi- cover a commrehensive home
economics milligram. departs from.the precious single guide..amd is designed go
help teachers develop auality in both content and processes of lamming.

Home Economics Edwlaion primarily seeks to strengthen bone Ind tamil _

Since publication of ttt-± previouS single" guide. including hone . -.morales skills.--
and knowledge as preparation for.an 9ccupation has become a--,41,7- rrnph u n

-teacher respeasibility "Thus, e-ach of the five publications will ::.1-717.17iha.z

on related careers lr nome economics. Hopefully the SU(AASH.-_-1 inalrrniqr
experiences and, resources will provide local schools impetus to. deveca program
that will fulfill the nee:I!, and terests of all students.

1 commend the rr and their local districts who heipeddevelor
materials.

Verne A, Duncar
State Superintendent of
Publicinsticlion
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INTRODUCTION

flome -Leytnri Education enables individuals to function,as tolwrekuting me .icociety. It
suppo rengthens the quality of individual and fknily tl e. It responds" itt socaetal and
enviro conicerns. It provides consumer, homezriaking ..i.osd career snili r Th6 home
econo

The ii-rrnie is Intionized-as a primary unit of our society mfluancile the trata:.41kal who in turn
inflainaces5 sow- A citanging society in turn influenf:o, the holm. The .inapant of a home
econmaiires tro.01...,, should relate to changing societal :qtlitions sentrdi and pfactical
expesetpues th' *mid emphasize creative and problem-ssoing abilities_ .akdad help nourish
humaa tteelings and self-esteem. The concepts presented. her= az.ze.ffecitve 'nciay's families

fcr --morTowi,znovided materials are interpreted in a ccraninuanislv tieNiftierniivani

Thoth -teichger: mut administrators may find these publaiorts user: Surposes, four
deserare allbitttorrtiore. Briefly, they should help in

.
debt g cones-rt areas for home economics.

co initing=otential outcomes of home economics qtuderr- uacur -narer-_-_ and other
CO nib men-niers.

pharffir-atiministeriag local home economics prograrr
ar:41.tvattiating local home economics programs.

The -,1\ csUerGI.STED district goals below* shape a SUG trSTFD Ne -:orsomics program.
Sepa. .', Las--icuilLm guides will present each of the first z-iive lepamrly The last goal
(quaf(.M.o-inItg lt,:.-T carters in home tecopornics) will be woven throimn eacn rP the gitudes.

SUGGESTED DISTRICT

Stu/twill. will )e able to make rational decisions in marang person,L and family resources.
(Mc*, e ramily Resource Management)

Stu understand the impact upon society and e envv.nrunent wr--:.n applying the
prir -,utn non in the selection and prepvation'of fr 17 .V/irr1, :On &

St
(Tr-

to make textile and clnthing cierisionk whicn inlividua' and family needs.
lung)

Stuck k ,,,ii incaerstand the environmental impact of rm., L '1-.- society and culture when
Cre,,,,, lAnAigingra livable habita). ( Liring Enrimnmernt

S two I he able, to incorporate the concepts of hural teveimment and family Irving into
reli: with adults, peers and children within the fair.; d so, iety. (Human Detielopment &
the )

St will be ab to qualify for the occupatlir: AI ho,-,emaking and other hope
ec kited car rs.

Th.s . then, unfolds SUGGESTED program goals (Six and SUGGESTED course goals
(5. - 'em) for, realizing. the first SUGGESTED district goal arlove. On the next two pages is an
ou st these goals. The SUGGESTED learning experiences (100 of them) thus merely ma)
be ;i4v, realize 55 course goals. six program goals and one uosnct goal. Tne outline likely

ctrtinuals alteration. local concerns. changing societal :r(:-1 environmental issues. and new
dL_--Ivriarts may influence information and technology.

*Their ar tee same "SUGGESTED GOALS" used as program goals on page -f the ,:iemeniarySecondary Guide for Oregon
Schools. 1-e, I, Suggcsiions (Salem: Oregon Department of Idt:ation. 1977)



Propram Goal

INDIVIDUAkr.lt FAMILY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
-.

pistrict Goal Sa.nts will be able to make rational decisions
, acs aging personal and family resources.

The s 'brit will be able to formulate a framework to examine management activities ana vsponsibilities

as'rhey elate to self, family anc hunter segments of society.

Colirse Goals The student will be able to

identify environmental, personal and tarrAluaituations which contribute to the for resource rairteirment.

d be thee t 'ch resource managerpent affects the quality of persnm.. family and socem., well.being;

page

7

foim e a comps' ive personal dentnition to explain the scope and stnur:=nce of indivic:riaLantd family

' reSo .e management. jay 12

expl how management as a process is .reamed activity. 13

identify the components or a manageria - -r- stem.. 14

apply knowledge of the systems approacri to an understanding of thr-reeox - H control individuals -rove omemeheir

environm 15

describe the effect of techndhogical, political, economic, sorio-_ ,- -tat and environmental criankze ,,.0 the
individual and family.

, t : -. 16

delpribe how individual and family resole management may procautichips to the environmeni t 17-..

Program Goal The student-'will be able tog differentiate between faercs and nns which inflUence hfr use of
resources in management. 19

.
Course Goals The student will be able to

identify the 40nnrnic and social behaviors characteristic of familict, vanoas life stages. 21

:tt,
identify the Ways personality affects ni,-, tverial behavior. 23

describe the effect of a husband's or %,t _ occupation on family lyre r-vie ant managerial behavior. 24

25

26

relate standards to values in,managemen: 27

justify needs and wants in forming goals and setting their 28

identify forces which-cause values, standards and goals to change. 30

describe the toles vIlues, goals and.stanuards play as motivators tor managenal action. 31

describe the relationships among varies coals and standards and the ways resources are utili4ed. 32

Progranf Goal The student-will be able to develop skills important to becoming a more effective manager. 33

describe the special management concer-, of single-parent familieL

describe how values affect management

Course Goals The student will be able to t

identify the components of the communication process. 35

describe the relationships among communication, group cooperation and resource utilization. 37

apply knowledge of communication to a management activity. 38

describe the relationships among values, goals, standards and decision making. . . 39

identify a basic process by which decisions are made. 40

differentiate among individual, family and group decision-making patterns. 41-

apply the decision-making process to problem situations and determine the value of doing so. 42

describe the relationships among goal settin , communication, decision making, planning and implementing. 43

2



explalithe importance of goal settingin the overall process of management. 44

descrillia process by mdtich plans are formed, organized and controlled.

nyeliGeal The student I. be able to relate concepts of money, time and energy to individual and family resource'
management 47

town Goat; The summit will be able to

leScribe factors whim-determine how financial resources are used. y 49

explain the role of credit in overall financial planning.. ' 50

describe how plannis-and budgeting can be adapted to meet the needs of families and individuals with varying
Fmancill goals. $1

45

Valuate time spent ass various homemaking, wage-earning and leisure-time activities. 52

*scribe how time unent in homemaking is a function of time in life, gainful employment of the homemaker,
zompoution of thennesehold. attitude toward household tasks and accepted standards. 54

stentify personal mmaagerial techniques available for facilitating time management. 55

apply tune management concepts to real-life situations 57
s,

--describe-various t-yienergy- 59

analyze work situations and the human energy costs of tasks to determine how work can be simplified* 60

assess the energy consumption and environmental impact of various types of products and appliances.' 61

formulate guideline -rn conserving nonhuman energy. 62

apply concepts of human and nonhuman energy management to real-life situations. 64

igraimGoal The student will be able to use appropriate tools and techniques to deal with management concerns facing
special groups of families and individuals 67

Course Goals The student will be able to

describe problems young people and beginning families encounter in allocation of time, money and energy.. 69

describe sources of ad available to young people and beginning families in need of additional resources. 70

evaluate the tune, energy and money costs of having and raising cllildIPTI 71

describe the developmental and adaptive tasks facing the elderly 72

describe the relationdhp between retirement planning and resource availability in the later years. 73

describe the special physical, health, food, housing and prohlemc many of the elderly face. . 74

identify resources available to help the elderly. 75
. i

identify the deA lopmen.tal and adaptive tasks tile handicapped face 76

describe the special factors related to time. enero, and money management that are of concern to the
handicapped. 77

describe ways household tasks can he simplified for,handicapped individuals and families. 78

identify resources available to help the handicapped. 79

,n,o2tram Goal The student will be able to evaluate career and ; ; opportunities available in resource management 81

Course Goals The student will be able to

describe the relationship between econorn., trerids and ernPlo merit opportunities in resource management

identify requirements for entry into and success in occupations related to resource management.

83

84

describe personal interests in and talents for occupations related to resource management. 85

apply management skills acquired (e.g., decision making, communication, energy, time) to other occupations. 86

Cs
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Students completing SUGGEST earning experiences should help thermselves realize course goals.
Their realizing course goals should help tbemselves realize program goao. r'Icir realizing program
goals should help themselves realize the districi goal: being able to n-Aicu rational decisions in
managing personal and family resources.

To use the guide in developing a course, teachers may find the following -or-Tar.--17.ure helpful.

1. Study program and course goals to determine whether they 37! n=Topriate for local use
or whether they need to be adapted.

2. Select appropriate program and course go.ls.

3. Develop appropriate performance indicators based on selected nrckgram and course goals,
student needs, abilities, experiences and interests.

4. Select appropriate learning expences. A variety at all kvels of learning has been
included. Many (not all) experiences have been listed in ordrr of complexity, from least
to more complex. Though teachers of younger or beginning students may wish to select
experiences from the beginning of lists, they may choose other useful experiences farther
down, depending on the previous experiences students hive had. Conversely, though
teachers of older or more advanced students may want to set experiences farther down
lists, they may find some near the beginning useful for review.

I

5. Identify appropriate resources. Though resources have. t :tie most part, been placed
next to experiences where most applicable, teachers wis also find general references
placed at the beginning of some sections. 'These may prove useful for several experiences
in a section. Resources are numbered. ancj numbers are keyed to a resources section
beginning on page 91 .

6. Implement plans and assess student outcomes 'periodically . Among many methods which

may be used for asse,:sment, itylivirill:11 teachers might want to use some of the following:

Paper 1§ rid Pencil r -!t..!

Fccnv tect

Objective tests supply or recall (e.g.. completion. matching, multiple choice,
true/false. crossword puzzles)

Nontest Means

Observational devieec (e.g., checklists. rating scales, scorecards)

Deporting forms (e.g., project reports, activity reports and logs, questionnaires,
autobiographies and diaries, anecdotal records)

Audiovisual techniques (e.g., tape recordings, films, photographs. graphs)

Sociometric tech niques (e.g., sociograms, social distance scales, social

sensitivity techniques. role playing)

Conferene,,q

4



GOAL -BASED PLANNING FOR HOME ECONOMICS

\ Oregon manages K-12 instruction by means of GOAL-BASED PLANNING (not comp tency-based
education). .

Goals are gukieposts. They serve to give purpose and direction to a planning activity. Goals provide
acommon language for discussing the merits of various activities as those activities are carried out.

In home economics, just as in any other instructional program offered by an educational system, a /

sense of purpose and difection is essential to good planning. But wh'at are these purposes and I/

directions? Where do they come frciinl? Why should the home economics teacher be concerned? /
These, are questionOto be answered before ecfective planning of a home economics curriculum can /
proceed.

Each teacher must realize that planning a home economics curriculum cannot begin and end only ip
a given classroom. It needs to he done with a sense of .similar planning in other classrooms and
districts within the state.

The goals and goal-setting and competency-identification activities the Oregon Department of
Education prescribes provide districts a common reference for the planning process. In goal-based
plahning, teachers must consider four goals: State Goals for Oregon Learners, district goals, program
goals, course goals.

STATE GOALS answer the question! What does the Department of Education think a student
Should get out of public schooling anywhere ip Oregon?

DISTRICT GOALS answer the question: What do the local community and its schools think a
student ought to get out of local schooling and how is that to relate to State Goals?

PROGRAM GOALS answer The question: What do the local curriculum planners and home
economics teachers think a student ought to get out of home economics and how is that to relate to
District Goals?

COURSE GOALS answer the question What do the home economics teachers think a student
ought to get out of Individim1 R., 1-qm;IN pr.,, .-, KInflagenient and how is that to relate to Program
Goals?

Where, then, does competency fit in goal-based planning?

It fits.as a separate but related design. It is merely one of three-graduation requirements. Districts
plan and evaluate instruction by means of GOALS, goals local districts thein'selves write. Districts
assess whether students get diplomas by means of COMPETENCY, CREDIT and ATTENDANCE,'

.requirements local districts themselves fix ininiMUMS for.

COMPETENCY in Oregon, as probably across' the nation, means being capable, fit. For students, it
means having demonstrated they' can likely APPLY outside school what they've already learnedin
or out of school. A competency id Oregon is merely a local statement fixed as proof ALL students
will likely be able to do tomorrow outside school something the community has agreed is worth
doing. It is a local statement calling for APPLYING skills and information ACQUIRED from
probably several ,courses (not just one*) ... or from perhaps no courses at all. It is a local statement

.ALL students must demonstrate. If only SOME must say, only those who take Individual &
Family Resource Managementthe statement is NOT a 'competencyin Oregon. Waivers aside, ALL
students must demonstrate ALL competencies.

Viewed, then, as two separate but related designs, goals and competencies may look like this:

6

*To do otherwise may mean massive record-keeping chores for questionably narrow or shallow competencies.

5
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For example, in tome ecelkomics:

Individual

r

STATE GOALS FOR OREGON LEARNERS

Learner Producer Citizen

DISTRICT GOAL

Students will be able to make
rational decisions in managing
personal and family resources.

rl

7
1

Family
Member

r r-,
\

1-

PROGRAM GOAL

The student will be able to
relate concepts of money.
time and energy to individual
and family resourck
management _J

I /

UNIT GOALELEPAENTARY
7-8

The student will be able to
describe factors which determine
hod financial resources are used.

fir"
r
COURSE GOALSECONDARY

9-12

The student will be able to apply
time management conceits to
real.life situations.

The term unit goal it used at the elementary level in heti of counw goal, once elementary claset art
generally not darted along the high school course pattern.

COMPETENCIES
J.

The student is able
to demonstrate
wayran individual
efficiently manages
personal resources
(perhaps to clematis-.. loam being an
informed con-
sumer of goods
and services).

1

te.

, I

---J

The syst m of goals and competencies just described is designed to help the teacher and program
specialis, plan their own home economics program. It promotes a framework for planning that may

be sh .d by all those doing similar planning. It helps in planning for individual student goals and

interest., to be done within the limits of availableiresourCes. It should not be used to limit what is

planner . Rather it should be used as a starting place.
e

The n xt six sections of this guide unfold SUGGESTED learning experiences as ways to realize 55

SU a ESTED course goal§, six SUGGESTED program goals and one SUGGESTED' district goal for

INDI IDUAL & FAMILY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT.

6 '12
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,SUGGESTED
pROGR04 GOAL

The student will be able to formulate a framework to examine Thanageme
p.ctivitileS, and responsibilities as they relate to self, family and larger segments:
society.

Classrogill petfornfance t
these suggestions, °Mutually altering to reflect local concerns, changin,
societal and enyironpental issues', and new discoveries that may influence.:
information and tehitology



UGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify environmental, personal and family
situations which contribute to the need for resource management..

LEARNING ,EXOERIENCES RESOURCES

As a class, develop a list of "things" considered to-be resources. After reading a case study in Teen Horizons , 18
at Home and School, compare the list with the resources used by the people in the case study. Defind
resources and discuss the differences and similarities among those resources. Consider: "Why are there 43
differences in perceived resources?" "What affects our choice, of resourcesr

Write a story starting Wahl woke up this morning and read there would be no more__ . _ (any
nonrenewable resource), and my life will be changed in the following ways . ..." Share stories. Discuss
differences in resource priorities and ways in which individuals feel their lives will be changed because of a 105
lack of a certain iesource. Identify future choices you may be forced to:make in relation to resource
availability. Discuss the need for resource management. ,

.

Given situations where resources ail . I. . i

to an environmental, emergency, the , . 1, . I :1

and 5-6 p.m.; electricity between 9-10 4.11. r I 1 i

gallons of gas per week and driven with tin 1 1 , 1 ,li.
meat). Share ideas. ,Discuss ways an huh/ 11,.11 ,) I , II I I I :,. 11 lei pi
trade-offs of the alternatives, and the long an Mil .1 ii., 1 Hi .,1 : I I i, I iii:

dads JUIllinariZe a 1ICV14' 411114 IJ .4 .4,1144! 1 I

aftected by the situation Suggest w.,yJ y ut, linght
IIC 414114 G .. 1 11 n ) tr 1 ,

I Abolli 11 Ut lint 11,idted LAW,

Using newspiipc,s ba cll,cs dna Ate, It .1 (a.g., 13/14/1

crisis,, rising prices, divuiec [ate joble..suess) and ilk ION 01 1 h, th,:se twits cuntribme to
ne for resource management Oevisc pussis le iu.silage II it ss,Iiition:i I.11441 Cla..l s..siatik,n and pedict t
effec of each.

/1.

ViewTiopulit televisi ,, b,.., 4 I &Jo 111111 otil, ..11.1 11..) .1. urlllllp used 1/ual..1161.44

resources were manage,.. , the 1,11 1a,1,,lis /lc, 4 1 a,s a 1,.s: descilac N lys 01 tg, muic effective use
the resources identified

Analyze Wei prugrau.. ,...41114 114410

management techniques , . . I, eat ti,.. (i. , 11 loud, asi.li
water) Consider the effe :ts ot ..h.SC 114 Ila6:11iCili lc .11.11{ItC: 4, 0111e1 5 t, the tartly

View the Mutt,..), ttc s.,m. L 1..... . peisomst
environmental condition. l)Iss s I II,,, .11,5 .11S :iffecti:si family ,h .I

the management of thus.. les,,,11 .cs ra11411, Ilovs 411.1 pciss,,111r1 basIgiounds affect iess
management individually .oid lub,lll. '' I is ss,to IVC OCCI slitts...ientl,) lu t lug
about changes? As 4 full,," k. I,411 to 11,c atm} by unit:Aug
different resoun..c manageineht (, 51 ill 11

in sci,ulan, 1m,,114:.n.i/Al, 6i,..., . 1... 1, , Isi I r 4.11t 1 i 1 .4

Group .1 gets SI pet ,iins,.11 mi .11 Ir. tr I11111.4 11. 4 4I1 41 I i .14 it 11. .44: 4. 4 ,S1 I 1"1.

person, but the land') is vci, Lu ..: .1 ., :II not .1 I: 144. 1 ,,,ell :1 (ii Ali ( I 134 I ". de. 1 ; : . ... sit

the family has ,,nly 45 1 1114.1111. b 14 It.1) 11 IIIC 5,111 , J 1..1 ( . pl. 4 lb .:, 1 41 I.11 1 44 .Id I I..)( .1 114 t 1,115

un hand. Group 5 1., d l/lIftl1/4: AII, I. %.11.1/1, ) t..1 LI .. 1, LIE, LIIIIL.. u, I II., .%/I1.14, LIJ ..1111 1st.) v ,ii ILL
fui calcimining. Disksiss the. shu.sii, li 1:. IL . , 44.1. I . r h.: 1,14.1 I', , 44.4 ,4, 114, .k,184 111,11,

li; .4i. II", ii.111iCtell 41

.311 Its 01 quality 01 ,11.
vitt, 1,,,w

bnill

1 41

Lii1.111 I( 13 I j .4411.1 411 II, 141

AL; 31, ; 4 I ILA: L)14

.1,.

I .1 I. I.

t. .1 I

.1 13 i

3. I., I I 1111 I .4. 1 .411 I .. I



Discuss situations related to world population concerns. Rope off or arrange the room in various sized

spaces and place 1.4 chairs in each space. Form famijies,of various sizes and composition and randomly

assign each a space, not necessarily the proper size. Introduce resources (e.g., food, money, school, clothes,

transportation, housing) in various quantities. Discuss feelings associated with the various situations.

Summarize factors which illustrated a need for resource management.



IGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the extent to which resource management
affects the quality of personal, family and societal well being.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Write a story detailing your own "quality of life." Or, conduct a neighborhood or school Survey to collect a 109
list of items that people describe as necessary for a "quality life." As a class, discuss how ones quality of

'life can be enhanced through the management of resources.

Read Cheaper by the Dozen. Identify,ways in which the management of resources contributed to the
quality of life for the family depicted.

Invent something that will contribute to quality living in the future. Share in class. Discuss the impact 11.0
various inventions would have on resource use and/or availability.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to formulate a comprehensive per,,,nal definition to
explain the scope and significance of individual and family resource

management.

1,ARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

After examining textbook definitions of management, write a personal definition of managemen Meet

,with two other students and propose one new definition. Meet with two other students to compose one
:definitior again. Repeat until the whole class agrees on one definition of m'anagement. Discuss how the
composite definitiOn compares with .textbook definitions and those proposed,by individual class members.

Using the words "management's pr "manager- or "managing, identify other words beginning with letters
of those words that describe a good manager (e.g., Money: Ab/lity: Need; A-nalyze; Goals; E-Rergy;
Resources). Discup how those words fit into the previously described definition of management.

.

Asa class, brainstorm vocabullry d 3}' II t g. S l ice; Nal u !., ` "'
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UGGESTED COURSE GOAL The studer- will be able to ex)lain how management as a proces.k is a earnect,
activity.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCESi

. As a class or in small groups, detelop an activity that would teach children (approximately age five) to care
for eir mfaktoys (e.g., pick up, parts together, put in proper place). Discuss how young.children can be

,taugII to appreciate the impact of personal managerial behavior on the entire family.
0

List all the things you mange in your life. For a specified period Of time (e.g., several.hours, a day, a
weekend), keep a persot4'tirne and activity rerd. Identify what you managed (e.g., time, money,
homework, extra activities; family activities) and evaluate your management skills. Compare your list with-
those of your classmates. Evaluate how well you manage resources in relation to your classmates.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student hillw... be able to identify the components of a managerial system.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Com plete a search puzzle or iiross word puzzle to identify managerial words such as inputs, outputs and

boundary. Using a type of display board, identify where each component belongs in the managerial system.

After listeRing to a presentation about a managerial system, generate ideas about what or who belongs in

specific environments. Create collages from magazines to illustrate your environments (e.g., school, home,

community, room): Discuss how your.ekvironments interaci to form a managerial system.

Working in large groups, prepare one collag lustrating personal resources (e,g., money, time, energy,

talent, ability, interests, knowledges; relatives. friends) and one illustrating environmental resources
nonrenewable fossil fuels, minerals, lard, wk v h/ Ills It: I

as an input to the managerial system
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will
understanding o
envitonments.

4

able to apply knowledge of the systems abproach to.an
the degree: of control individuals have over their

.

4, LBA,RtItNG EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Gen family decisions such as m g from city to country, parekt returning to school, vacationing,
enlistinl in the service, having a ild or buying a home, determine ways in whiCh the decisions affect
various environments. create)(a bull tin board illustrating what you learned.

Explore the concept of Pinterfier by using commonly encountered conflicts fe.g., a sttident wishes to take
a three-day Iveekencl, but the school system interferes). Diagram your own "family system" showing the
interface it has with other systems in the environment or community (el.,. school, political, other family
systems)! Discuss ttie diagrams and write a paragraph about how these-elFer systems influence your family
and how your family infl!!-nc.1- n--;^-+r ^^-7-^;^^.;^^ 11....innasr-airarl

facilitated betWeen 'system:1. idyl. in 1
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. 4
SUGGESTED .41DURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the effect of technological, 'political,

economic, sociocultural and environmental change on the individual' and

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES-

.

Complete an outside readinrassignment related to the future, such a, r parts of 1984, Future Shock or

The Greening of America. Discuss the effect of suggested technology,..:_. lolitical, economic, sociocultural

or environmental changes on family lilt.

Interviiw,a young newly married couple and an older couple who have been married for many years to

determine what equipment was considered "essential, at the start of their m?rriages. Report your findings

in class and discuss these questions: How has technology changed? What is considered necessary for daily

living? What effect has technology had on family life?

List ten items you use every day (e.g I, hair equipment, 1g t c Cr I 1r

older persons todeterrnine -the impact inchirobgical : I tk .it d [on .111,d u i.to r111

Present your findings in class, ...-
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe how individual and family resource
management may produce changes in the environment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES'

p

As a .class, &Abe environment. Examine family case studies and identify/ways
changes in the environment. Inigroups, discuss how the environment would
adapt.

Propose a ange in the2nvironment you would like to see
alould nee to adapt to produce the change. Implement the

Identify one change your family has made in your home 4 iring the past year

pen. Identify
n, if possible, an

the family adapts to prodmce
change if the family did not

was individuals and families
d cuscuss the i'esults.
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iUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student wilt be able to identify the economic and social 6ehaviors
characteristic of families at various life stage's.

LEARNING bCPERTENCES

Brainstorm various stages of the life cycle., Describe individuals who are in different life stages. Invite seviral
guest speakers (e.g., couple with grown children, oiler couple who had no children, couple n t planning to
have children, foster parents) tp discuss the characteristics of their various life stages or how they perceive
they may be. Prepare questionsin advance and summarize responses ,to them. Compile a list of economic
and sdcial characteristics common to each stage and discuss.

. C
!Prepare a survey form and use it to interview individuals and.fantlies at various stages of the life cycle. Take
special note of leisure' time and other actilAities. In class. compile lists of activities at varinnc tiro oc in life
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Working in groups and using the same family description, develop plans for solving different problems (e.g.,

extended illness, an unplanne*child, college finances). List the economic and social resourc.ihwhich would

be needed to implement each group plan. Survey your comm(mity tit\ tiv,ilablMIIIK.,,es

determine how much they cost. Report your findings in clacc

.,Make alist of the resources (e.g Allis, time, money, energy) each member of your family contributes to

the daily op ration of your household. Then, consider what would happen if one ofbm6re members were to

become Tor a day, a week, month or year. Disc,uss changes that might need ro he made in each

circumstance.

Write a description of a time you were ill and share it with the class. Describe how your illness affected
family household management. Assume that your mother or father became ill for one month. Develop

plans, for your family to take over her or his duties, Have your mother or father evaluate the plans and

repdrt her or his reactions in clasTt
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify the avat's personality affects managerial
behavior'

\.
LEARNING EXPERIENCES

,I J.:_"
7

Define personality and generate a list of 4)ersonality traits (e.g., aggressive, quie/ shy,.d'onfident). Give .;*

examples of how eacictrait might affect managerial behavior, positively or negatiMy: Identify personality
chtracteristics you feel, would be desirable in a lab leader. Explain why you chime each and discuss whether
a person needs all of those identified to manage successfully.

Select a comic strip character with which you are familiar (e.g., Blondie, Mary Worth, Snot*, Lucy).,

Based on the ,personality of each,aharacter, describe the kind of manager this character would be
(managerial behavioror 4540. Sh?re .v'th ibe -I-...

a . ..
.1sing fables (e.g., GrasstioNei-'81.i tl.e .1 I, 1 1
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LEARMIsiG EXPERIENCES

inyiee tvOmmfiarried'..c94les with "different 'occupations to discuss their lifestyles and managerial roles.

the similarities-and..differences discovered.

Imagine you .have a
4'job that requires' you to work niglits andsleep days, Write a short paper describing how

this.sityplodtvotildarfect`your .personal lifestyle. Invite a panel of people who hold night jobs to discuss

tlfe effeets of these. jobs on a faniily'S lifestyleend managerial behavior. Summarize your findings.

'

.1)iduss
.

sithationa in a family member perfoims his or her job at home (e.g., artist, insurance agent,

realt00, Include'inforRtion on how a-job perforihed at home affects relationships. with friends, telephone

use, noise 4verand privacy Suinmarize the effects of these situations on family lifestyle and general

househOlmarlagetnent.. '

. N

.Discuss IWICh habits iqrpeople who work (e.g', bpiz4tr bag, restaurant; half hour, unlimited time). Relate

. theta habits to oocupatitinal role?nd managerial behavior required. , .

. .

Working -lrrpairs (preferably 'ote boy and one discuss male and female roles and how they affect
.

4:2L-..famity__Man'agement.. ._example: Whit' do you think.-the woman's /man's role should be? .How does.

.traditioin differ Rom.curryit bellefi? How does your,own f4mily function? How does the mother's/fi*r's
oacupatiOn" affect home .01es? Who manages what parts, of the. holisehold? How might you manage parts of

:the goidehold of you were married?
.

the'relationship bitween a;hitsbarin and a wife's Octupation and the effect of

it Oa. and menagerie? behaviOr (e.g., a young wife .wants to quit; work to have a baby, but her

:-htisEatill ',Nits a new car; after ,five years of Marriage, a wdrking couple decidesto have a child; a young
-eiecutivet.114s.bea offered-aproinotion but must move-to another city; and histlivr wife/husband has an

estabtishect.career where..he/she is). Discuss each-situation in relation .to what you would do if you.were the

perSons.ini.olved,. -* .

. .
, .

Wiiste.,ne*spap.ei want ads:for full-time homemakers at various stages of the life cycle. Include tpsks to be,

.,:. performed, abilities and skills 'required, salary and benefits offeraCcompare your work .and then discuss

chetigei that would need to be made in the ads if the homeniaker "Cook or part-time job.

Prepare a one -year budget or a amily whose income comes from season! work (e.g., logging, construction,
farming). Illustrate times lame is. received and times expenses come due. Suggest ways of managing

resources (including money) to ligkirriize use of those available.

I
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4.
LEARNING EXPERIENCE"

ti

Interview single parents to deterinitie how their time spent. Summarize in terms of amount of time spent'
.

'in each of !the fqllowing activities housework, food preparation, gainful employment, transportation and
child care. Artalyle.differences in terms. of.number and ages of children in the family and sex of the single
went.

.
.. . .

. . L.
. . ,

.

Invite a speaker from Parents Without Partners to discuss "managing alone." After the presentationlist
tasks that fnust be done.. in the home (e.g., cleaning, cooking). Research the cost of hiring someone to
perform these tasks so that time is free for other purpOses. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
hiring someone to perform routine tasks.

'

Form a panel of class" members (voltinteers) who live in single-parent families. Discuss management
problems or concerns that occur in their households. Try to 'discover how these problems can be or are
resolved. . . t

4 .

Analyze case studies to compare tasks and roles assumed by a two-parent family versus those assumed by a
single-parent family. Summarize the.differences.

Write 'a paper entitled "What` a Child's 'Responsibility Is in 'a Single-Parent Family." Discuss how the
responsibilities would differ, if at all, in a two-parent family.

After watching a current 14.program or reading a story in Co-Ed dealing with a single-parent family,
discuss the special management concerns in dealing with the conflicts illustrated.

invatigate hoUsing available for single-parent families consideOseebst, child care, nearness to school and
upkeep responsibilities. Given a description of a family situation (e.g., father with teen daughter, mother
with two toddlers), actually locate suitable housing. Describe what you found and explain why it was
chosen. .

View Goodbye Lynn or His Responsibility. Discuss resources available to sipgle teenage parents which
could assist them with raising their children. Locate several of these resourcis in your community and
summarize their contributions.

Given a budget of a Swung family, assume something happens which takes the major breadwinner out of the
family (e.g., divorce or death).'Readjust the budget to suit the needs and resources available and suggest
altematives for increasing resources.

Interview women who have become heads of households of single-pdrent families. Find out how many have
sought job re- entry training. Research various resources available to these women 'and summarize your
findings. You might also interview men and summarize your findings.

Invite a volunteer from the Big Brother/Big Sister or Foster Grandparents Program to dikuss how people
outside single-parent families can be valuable resources. Summarize what you'learned.

25



LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Use. your libiary to locate several definitions of values. Compare and contrast them. Discuss the concept of , ". 106

values as presented from a recent TV show or movie. Using what you learned, formulate a personal

definition.of values. .
55

After viewing a modern, painting with in istinct forms, describe your first impressions and share with the 173

class. Discuss how values often affect the v ay things are viewed.

Listen to a Dr. Seuss children's story (e.g., Bartholomew and the 0obleck, Lorax, Star Bellied Sneetclfes,

There's a Wocket in My. Pocket, Yertle tla Turtle). Write a brief deadription of the value reflected and

emphasized in the story. Give examples of how the Dr. Seuss characters are similar to different types of

people.

Design a "Coat of Arms" illustrating your favorite things or activities. Diw.uss how likes and dislikes

influence one's personal management of time, money and energy.

Using a pie chart, indicate the amount of time you spend in various types of activities (e.g., sleep, school,

homework; family). Discuss how preferences affect the management of various activities.

Working in groups of tour to six, read a short fiction story from a current magazine (e.g., Seventeen,
Redbook, Good Housekeeping). Identify the values of the characters in the story, problems they faced, and

the solutions they used.'Try to identify the assumptions behind each decision.

For each of the following products or services, identity three to five reasons why it might be used. Discuss

possible values underlying each reason. Products: TV dinners, disposable diapers; cake mix, perfume, razor,

paper towels, permanent press clothing. Services: automatic car wash, babysitter, public transportation. ., 73

1

Complete the simulation game Decisions. Summarize what you learned.

Answer the following open-ended questions: "Three things I could keep ... in my purse/pocket? in my-

room? ... in my. home?" (getting progressively broader). Discuss how you sacrifice control as

environments broaden. Analyze statements and observe differences amongSthem. Determine how your

preferences affect your personal organization..

Discuss how you sacrifice control as environments broaden. Analyse stateme ts and observe differences 103'

between them. Determine how'your preferences affect your personal organizati*

Make a list of the five preferences you feel may have the greatest effect on your personal management after 94

you have been out of school one year, five years, ten years. Explain their impact in each case.

31
32
33
34
35

79
78

-76

105

63

105
83

Watch .the .newspaper, for articles illustrating societal' value changes. Clip articles and share in class.

Summarize the value changes and project their impact on future managerial behavior.

Complete exercises to discover your own personal preferences. .GiVe examples of how each of your

preferences affect or may affect your personal resource management.

26

29

5
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wp I LEARNING EXPERIENCES I OURCES

Through discussion orrole playing, differentiate between values and standards. Give examples to illustrate 93
differences as well as similarities. Formulate personal definitions based on what you learned.

Given a list o( tasks (e.g., dishwashing, bed making, house cleaning, yard work), identify a standard for 91
each. Discuss the characteristics of "standards."

Discuss questions related to standirds outside the home: Who establishes these standards? For what 105
purposes? How do we know or identify these standards? Summarize what you discovered..

In one'paragraph, explain the expression "His/her standards arelow" or "She/he setOigh standards." As a
Class, discuss how standards affect the management process.

Interview, school administrators or policymakers. Determine their standards for student behavior. Relate
these standards to several management practices in the school.

. List ten of your greatest wants. Ask the people who are ten years, 25 years, 50 years older than you what
ten things they wanted when they were a teenager:Compare the four lists for similarities. Summarize the
value-standard relationships observed and discuss how they affect the management process.

Aft& listening to the children's story Alexander and the Terrible, 41orrible, No Good, Very Bad Day 42
jdescribing all the wrong things that happen in Alexander's day and how serious and upsetting they are),

discus's _differences in values and standards at different ages and how the differences affect the management
process (e.g., Why did these encounters or experiences upset Alexander? What was done to deal with the
upset?).

After completing exercises to determine your personal values, identify the standards that you associate with 1056:
each of them.Keep a written record of the condition of your room for two weeks. Use it to draw
conclusions about your personal values and standards. Ask yourself: What are they? Are they compatible?
Are they compatible with those of Tny family?

Identify one standard you have set for yourself. Answer the followin'g questions about it How has it
influenceda decision made recently? What resources were involved? Does this standard require a goal and a
plan of action? What steps'in the management process are involved in keeping, this standard? Share your
responses in class.

Imagine ,you will be choosing the p ple you would like to work with in your kitchen lab. ,.short
paper answering the following questions: How will you make that decision? What is important to you?
Would you want someone who has a great deal of cooking experience? Would you want a hard working
person? Are you willing to work with someone other than your closest friend? indicate how your values
and standards affected your choices.

Choose a 'house from a current Tealtor's listing of homes. Describe why you chose the house and relate the
decision to your values and standards. Why not a more expensive or less expensive house? Why location?.
Why certain features?

Share with the class g standard you used to hold but no longer do. Discuss what factors caused this change.
How has the change affected your lifestyle? How has itchanged your style of management?

Develop a questionnaire and use it to interview two adults regarding changes in standards. Compile a list of
these changes in class and identify felated values that have changed. Discuss the effect these changes have
had cm management within the home, the school and the community. Predict the effect they will have in
the future.



LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Use library or classroom resources to formul to definitions of needs, wants, goals and priorities. Give

examples of each to illustrate the concepts.

Working in pairs, identify .needs basic to everyone. Individually design collages which. illustrate needs and
wants and the differences between them. Share and conipare your work.

Assume you have been given $25 to buy an item for your. bedroom. Decide what you would buy and find a
picture of it. Ina circle discullon, share your purchase. Determine whether purchases reflected needs or

wants.
0 t '

-4)After viewing World o Foods, discuss the food options available to the girl depicted.
.,

How did she 158

differentiate between needs and wants in the cafeteria? How did her needs and wants affect her priorities?

Compare food needs (e.g., Basic 4) to food wants-(e.g., candy and pop). Discuss what happens when food

needs and wants conflict (e.g., Which come first for you? Why?). Give suggestions of ways needs and wants

can be combined to accomplish food goals (e.g., having,a milkshake for a milk serving).

List the-goals of a woman who is expecting her first child (e.g., hating a healthy baby). List foods that you
like to eat. Igen-qfy which of the foods on your list would be needed by the woman to accomplish her goal.
Identify which or the foods would be wants and how they might affect her goals.

:. .

List 15 children's toys and star the-five you think necessary for every child. Following a discussion on toys,

including safety, educational adyantages and stereotyping influences, circle those toys you would most
want your child to have. Summarize how wants and needs influence' decisions about the kinds of toys

chosen for children. .

.
.

After reading fiction and nonfiction stories (e.g., Gone With the Wind, Child of the Dark, Sybil), identify
how basic needs and wants determined the goals and priorities of the characters. (Note: Younger students

may be more comfortable using shorter stories, especially episodic ones).

,
Read the following case study. Cathy is coming home from school and thinks about everything she has to

get done before her trip to the beach early tomorrow morning: finish sewing her bikini cover-up, wash her ,

hair, pack a sack lunch, painther nails, straighten up her bedroom and wash the clothes she will- wear on the

way home. 'As she walks in the door, she sees a note her rump, left. Cathy's grandmother is ill and mother

must stay with her ftir the evening: There is a list of tasks forcathy to do: fix the family's dinner (dad and

two sisters), 'do-dishes, straighten the living toom;getthe two -year -old ready fpr bed and make a:Cleit@ii; fo$:;:,,!:

k.
7

30

tomorrpW's dinner. Working in pairs, set priorities for theotasks and4nP4fe'*iili:tlipSVbur clasSrtia*011:-.';
Discuss differences between and indivfddir !I!1the needs and wants their effect on.0104,ditelOts.:Cotisider
differences in relation to the priorities class members set. (Note? AdistiVilegairrbeidaitedta'a:niali.),

'' '.' '

0 ; ' , ,i'-.44''''.<4'..;'' r''.

. Using the folloWing or similar situations, discuss solutions in relation to needs, wants, goals, p

2 .;

. My best friend and I get the same allowance. My friend saves for all kinds of things.

follOw her/his budget, but it 'doesn't work for me. What am I doing wrong? 4.--

: '; ; W ' .r:

ritfes.,..

.....,, ' X,Y,1

trier
0

:f

4. (,-,,
019:',.

Qif:.;;
ii,...

'..'1-,

...41

W h a t ' s the right amount for a teenager to spend on clothes? On snacks? On gifts? .v:,;:.,.:..:...., ..:.'

Why.save? Especially when you're 14 or 15?

Is college worth saving. for? What if you're poor?

Do I always have to go along with what my friends do?

Summarize the specific factors which entered into your-decisions._

28 3,1
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Identify and list your personal needs and wants. Using the list, state related short- and long-range goals and
then list them by priority.

After completing,the "Life Action" activity in Human Values in the Classroom, determine items important
to you and how much you would he willing to sacrifice to keep those items'. Discuss differences in items
classmates identify.

92

Select a floor plan of a house in which you would nice to live. While considering today's shortage of
resources (e.g.. gas; water, electricity, land,. blinding materials), evaluate the house in relation to personal
Wants and needs. -47

After viewing the filmstrip in the kit Decision Making for Consumers, list any impulse buying you have 65
done ,recently. Considet your needs and discuss the relationship between impulse buying and personal
priority decision making./ 4
Assume you havei $100 6 spend. List the item or items you would purchase. Separate needs from wants
and rank order. Select and'research the need with the highest priority. Determine whether the need still has
the highest priority.

After viewing nit and Your Clothing, inventory yolir wardrobe and list new clothes wanted and needed. 170
Select one article and plan how to obtain or acquire it. Implement your plan.

1
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify forces %wizen cause values ssu.tucuu .) cif tu

goals to change.

. LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Think about what was important to you five years ago and aiscuss why these activities, items or actors

may not hold the same importance.now. Project yourself five years into the future and, bated on hat is

important to ypu now,predict the values, standards and goals you may wish to strive for.

List friends of five years ago, two years ago and today. Why were/are they friends? What caused thelchange

of friends if there Was any? How could this indicate a change in standards, values or goals?

In pairs, share a value, standard or goal your family had but no longer has. Discuss questions such : What

factors Influenced this change? In what ways do you expect to see changes in values, goals or star ards in

the near and cllstant future?

Identify a clothing item in yoUr .closet which you never wear,and answer the following questions /about it:

Why rdon't you wear it? What values and standards have caused you to change your mind about this

garment? What outfit.is yew favorite today? Do you think you will want to wear it next year? How do you.

think your values and standards will affect your clothing choices five years from now?

To illustrate how values change, bring an item to Class you feel does not serve a purpose. Shire this item

with your classmates. Tell the class where or why the item was obtained and why it no longer' serves a

purpose for you. Have them suggest alternative uses/purposes for the item. Try to identify an alternative

use for the item based on class suggestions.

Given a list of ten items, rank them in order. of "necessity" or "usefulness." Ask your arents and

grandparents to rank them. Discuss the differences and similarities between the ways t items were

ordered. Where do the greatest differences exist? Similarities? Why?

Using current books or TV shows, compare your values with those of the people depictkd. Discuss reasons

for the differences and similarities.

Develop a questionnaire related to groom g stan ds. Fill it out and then ask your parents to rig. so.

Compare the results.' Identify possible reasons for the 'di erences and similarities observed.

Identify an event (such as a school football game) that is commonly prized by different types and ages of

people. Describe how that preference is expressed by different, persons (e.g.,' the press, school

administrators, student body, self). Point out the factors responsible for the diffetences identified.

After viewing Shoplifting, discuss the factors that may lead one to shoplift. Consider backgrounds, values, . 167

goal nd standards. Identify ways in which a 'change in personal associations, economic circumstances, or

living environment may affect one's values goals or standards:

Identify a family crisis which would cause a family to reestablish their values, goals and standards. Point'put

factors other than crises which can lead to these changes. To illustrate how environmental factors affect us,

list current events which have caused family values, goals and standards to change, Identify the underlying

forces and classify according to social. economical, political and technological. Discuss how families have

adapted to these changes.

For a given limited resource situation, such as a water shortage, brainstorm activities that require the

resource. As a class, decide on ten that could be eliminated and three you could not live without. Discuss

how these decisiont'would affect .your life and how they would cause values to change.

Plan a wardrobe considering clothing items needed for various occasions. Discuss how activities and

personal associations cause' standards of dre'ss to change.

, Invite a school administrator to discuss changes- that would occur if the school budget were defeated. Ask

him/her to describe the values, goals. and standards involved. Relate the situation to others involving

financial resources.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the roles values, goals and standards play as
motivators for managerial action. .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES :RESOURCES

Write a paper entitled "What Motivates Me." Discuss the importance of peer pressure, church, parents,
school, country and self. Share in class if you wish and compare motivational factors.

Invite to class a panel of persons who have different numbers of children. Ask them to describe the factors
that influence the ways they manage their homes, lives and work. Afterward, discuss what you learned in
relation to the motivational rose of values, goals and standards.

r- 4
Play Ratitre, a real life game requiring a mixture of luck and good management to succeed. After the game 71
is completed, identify managerial behaviors that were used aid their relation to values, goals and standards.-,
Exchange stories, about times when you wanted to do something very much and managed to do 'so, also
times w* motivation Was lacking and you didn't accomplish a task. Relate to the influence of values,
goals andfRanclards in each case.

Complete one or more structured activities designed to help you identify and improve personal motivation 93
and managerial behavior: "Taking Action on My Values"; "Removing Barriers toAction"; "You Can Do-

1:1rnething About It"; "Getting Started"; or "What I'd Like to Learn to Do or Be Able to Do." 105

ssList one goal you would like to accomplish and then list the ways in which achievement of this goal will be
affected by time, Money and energy. Identify a plan of action for accomplishing the goal. Write a contract
based on your plan and sign it. After a given period of time, evaluate your progress.

List the tasks or activities you want to do or must accomplish today, this week and this year. Group and
order them so they show steps toward accomplishing specific goals. Develop appropriate plans and
implement. Keep track of your progress.

Select a manment 'problem in your home (e.g., finding study space, getting dishes dont). Detemine a way
in which you want to see the situation change and'provide a motivator to change the action. Evaluate your
results.

1 V
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able tb describe the relationships among values, goals and
standards and the ways resources are utilized.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

After .viewing Values and Gdals A. Way to Go, use overlapping circles encompassing the words valueCgoals 157

and.standards to discuss relationships among the three concepts.
1.

On a small piece of paper write a personal value. Put your value in a bag with those of other class members.
Draw a value and write a goal for that value. As a group, establish two or three standards for each gial.

Share results.

Read a short story and identify the values, goals and standards of the characters involved. Be sure to cite!,

evidence (e.g., Why or how is the value, goal, standard reflected?). Use a chart with headings (values, goals,
standards, evidence) to illustrate the interrelationships among the concepts.

Discuss the following question: If from now on you were giv &an extra hour each day, hew would you
spend it? Draw generalizations about your values, goals ands dards from the discussion.

Given a specific resource ($5) and an immediate goal (to iriprove your room), decide how-you would use
the resource. Determin? how the standard would change if yOU'had $25 to buy a similar item or achieve the

-same goal. Share your thoughts in class and indicate what factors influenced your decisions.

Discuss the effects of household products. on the environment (e.g., plastfcs, glass, metals, chemicals). Shop

for a specific list of household products, basing.your purchasiqg decisions on tfie impact the Reins will have

on the environment. Compare and contrast purchaseiby identifying values thatinfluenced em.

. .

select a value (e.g., close family life) and list goals and standards a !Person with that alue might have.

Discuss how that value might be reflected by resource-use decisions., .

9

G. en copies of threA budgets and a list of three goals (e.g new car, giving to charity, atrip..), determine
,

w ch budget goes with which goal, Discuss the relationship between use of financial resources and values,

als and standards.
-564.0

Read the case study entitled ughts of a House." Determine how the values, goals and standards of the

Nelsons and Locks affected the way They usedtheir housing resources.

Read a case study about a recently married couple making-a credit-use decision. Discuss the relation-ship

between their resource use and their values, goals and standards.-

32
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.S&GESTED
PROGRAM GOAL

The student_wilkeable to develop skills important to becoming a more effective
manager.

fi

4,

Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal and environmental issues, and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology.



UGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify the components of the communication
process.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Find pictures' illustrating various foi-ms of communication. (e.g., speech, writing, body language) and
identify the function of each in thecommunication process. Post on the bulletin board and save for future
-reference.

r
Given a state road map, select and plan a route to another, city. Discuss how difficult it would be to arrive
at the exact location without using road signs in addition to the map. Identify other forms of written
communication we depend on to manage our daily activities.

Using pictures of people expressing different emotions (e.g., children in a child care class), identify what is 69
communicated to you and why. Compare with reactions of your classmates. Make a list of identified forms
of nonverbal communication. ,

View pictures, of clothing worn by different people and answer these questions: What are the people trying
to say with their clothes? Is the message positive or negative? Effective or ineffective? Think of other ways
in-which-comm-unication is carried on nonverbally.

I

Deviseways to communicate' a thought to another student when verbal communication is not allowed.
Practice your techniques an evaluate their effectiveness. Play Body Talk to stress the importance of
nonverbal components in the total communication process.

Visit a TV or radio station and observe a program in production: Identify the types of communication used.
Share observations in class.

Invite a person (e.g., a speech therapist or speech/drama teacher) to discuss the processes and components
of communication. Summarize what was learned'.

57

Complete some of the activities included in CofnmunicationGames. Summarize what yoil learned about the 60 ..-

communication process from your experiences.

View Your Space & Mine: A Behavioral Approach to Environments and complete one orLmore of the
awareness activities provided. Discuss the concept of "personal space" 7 it relates, to the communication
process.

Prepare an instrument with questions related to the meaning of slang expressioRs. Give the te§t to several of
your peers and to 'several older persons. Compare the answirs of the tw4roitps:(A sample question might

,wbe: The° parry was a blast. Does it mearvva'. there as an ekplosion; b.. it w,as fun; c. there were many.
ballbons.) Discuss the role of slang in the communication process.

An actionior trait can' be viewed favorably or unfavorably dependingon the label given it (e.g., I'm casual,
you're careless, she's a slob; I'm thrifty, you're money conscious, he's a tightwad). Try writing some phrases
that illustrate different ways of expressing the same idea. Share with the class and discuss the various ways
language can be used positively and negatively in the communication process.

As a class, contribute "red rag in front of the bull" phrases that you have heard. Determine how these
phrases could be modified so they are acceptable. During this process, discuss the use of "danger words" in
the communication process.

4
Practice rewriting a paragraph (e.g., recipe directions) in your own A/ords.Compare with those rewritten by
your classmates. Discover ways you misinterpreted the original paragraph. Discuss the concept of
interpretation as it relates to the communication process. ,

Role play situations in which communication occurred at pbor times (e.g., a parent is asked for a favor
when he or she is busy, tired or prwc*cuOed ). Discuss time as a factor in the communication process.

74



.,,

Set urMituations in which distracting sounds are made to interfere with normal classroom conversation.
Evaluate what happened. Discuss the impact of noise on the communication process.

After viewing pictures of several different situations, share you/ thoughts about what is happening in each.
Compare differences in reactions to the same pictures. Discuss how assumptions are often made without the

benefit of verbal messages.

Keep a record of all the words you hear or see in one day that you o not understand. Bring your list to
class and compare with your classmates. Discuss vocabulary as a com onent of the eommunicatidn process.
Predict the consequences-of failing to ask questions when words are not understood.

Working alone, write definitions-or word associations for each of a given list of words. As a class, identify
communication problems that might occur when people have different meanings for the same word. Discuss

the concepts of connotation and-denotation-as they relate to the communication process.

Define argument and disagreement. Given a situation (e.g., babysitting a difficult child, sharing the family

car), role play an argument and role play a disagreement. Determine how the feelings, both expressed and

felt, differed in the two situations. Sumniari/e the components of communication responsible for the

differences.

In groups of three, with one person blindfolded, complete the- following activity. Give the iblindfolded

person a pitcher of water and a glass. The goal is for him or her to fill the'glass with water while one person
verbally encourages and the other discourages. Afterward, identify the components of the communication

'4. process involved and discuss ways in which communication could have been more effective.

Play a decision-making game sucifas "Who Will Survive" (in a large group of 20-25 persons, decide who will

survive). Tape record thmonversation. Play back the tape and analyze in terms of .the communication and

group cooperation processes used.

Tape record a conversation between two or more students. Play it back and analyze the effectiveness of the
communication. Make suggestions for improvemen-t. Record the same students again and, after playing back
the tape, evaluate the contributions made by the newly learned communication skills.

Identify techniques you have used to communicate with various groups of people (e.g., young children.

elderly, blind, deaf, peers, parerris, authority figures, teachers). Make a, list of those that have proven most
effective and compare with you), classmateS CPlect one or more to implement'. Evaluate the results of your

efforts.

-,. :Observe a ,child under two anil keep zilitecortl of.all.the ways the child coa,mmupicate's with you. Note what

- he or she. is trying to tell yOu each time.the re is.communiC5tion. Summarize Way* s ini'yvhich yotirig chddren
'can be helped to expand their communication skills.'

To determine how well you listen, complete the following exercise. Divide into pairs apd have one person
talk to the 'other for one minute. The listening person is allowed to react to what's being said but must first

say what he.or she thinks the speaker said. Switch roles. Repeat. Discuss the feelings you had when you
were not understood, when someone repeated what you said. or when you could,not understand. Make
suggestions for improving listening in the future

To improve your listening skills, play the tape Arc You tiviruing? and complete the exercises provided.

Summarize what you learned.

29

4111

172

To learn about factors involved in giving and following directions, complete a directions exercise, Pass out 94

identical puzzle parts to groups of four people. Give the leader of each group a picture of the completed
puzzle. Have him or her describe how to put the puzzle pieces together without watching the group work.

Afterward, identify the aspects of communication that were involved (e.g.. listening. working cooperatively,

giving directions), Discuss hyw communication I Id h:I\ i.tho,eri more 01rective.
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SUGGESTED. COURSE :GOAL The student will be able to describe' the relationships amd'ng communication,
group cooperation and resource utilization.

e

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES...

.
After using the kitCominunication: The Problems Approach, discuss the function of,, language and the 61
relationship between t ommtutication, group cooperation and resource utilization.

.,..
.. ,

Debate the statement: "Resolved: Every American citizen is dependent on public information." Discuss the
relationship between public communication and personal resource use.

.

Make a list of communication media (e.g., TV,1. CB radio, telephone, mail) and identify ways each affects a
Pe qon is use of resources. Evaluate in terms of both positive and negative influences.

Watch any current TV program and obserie how the actors communicate with each other. Determine
whether cooperation occurred. Discuss was in which resource utilization and group cooperation were
facilitated through effective use -of ,cornm nication. Relate these to your own expieriences by citing

Sc

examples.

--Name -five personal' Wits-that affect communication (e.g., '-understanding, patience) and determine whether
theyhave positive-or negative results. Give examples of each.

1
'Make two lists, one describing factors that promote. family cooperation in the use of resources and another
describing factors that hinder this cooperation. Relate each factor on the lists to' communication within the
family. Formulate several suggestions for wa36 communication can be used to promote family cooperation.

Role play a family in a negative communication situation and then in a positive communication situation.
Identify the specific communication changes which occurred that helped improve family cooperation.

Invite a person With hearing loss and a member of his or her family to discuss communication and the
special steps necessary to facilitate cooperation in their home. Ask about resources used to facilitate this
communication. Summarize your, findings.

Working in groups, plan lab activities for, another group of students. You must write instructions, and fhe
other group may use only your instructions. Implement your plans withrlut further communication.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the group cooperation and resource utilization which occurred. Suggest Ways
you could improve future written communications. 2

**\ I
Formulate- group plans for Ming available resources to solve classroom. problems (e.g., ke eping the sewing
lab clean),. Choose one tcrinnplement each week, keeping all previous plans in force'as you do. Evaluate how
well you 'did in relation to group cooperation, communication-and resource utilization. Make changes as
necessary.

With the class divided into two groups, carry out the following activity. One group plan's an end-of-the-year
dinner while another group observes and records communication techniques used. Then, roles are switched.
(Note: The first group is given no guidelines but the second group has a designated chairman and
meal-planning guidelines to use.) When the activity has been completed, compare the communication
techniques used to facilitate group cooperation and resource utilization.

'Discuss the ways your local utility company has attempted to enlist community cooperation in saving
resources. Analyze the effectiveness of the efforts and suggest ways m which different communication
techniques could be used.

Invite a local senator or representative to discuss the ways in which he or she uses communication. Find out
what techniques he or she feels have been the most helpful in securing needed cooperation. Summarize
your findings. ar

Design an organizational chart of the school showing the channels of communication one would need to go
through to implement a change or solve a problem. Identify ways in which communication might bed
im4proved and suggest changes to the appropriate school official(s).
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The. gtudent will be able to apply knowledge of communication to a
management activity.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESGUit*.

Froina newspaper, dip articles which relate ways of effectively carrying out management-related tasks.

Stinunarize Whit you found by indicating how comMunication is involved.

Wrap five packages in the following ways: a box with a bow on it, a box wrapped in wrinkled paper with an

utupatched bow, a boxivrapped with no bow, a box Wrapped with beautiful paper and bow, a box from a'

grocery store. Discuss what would be communicated to the recipient of a gift wrapped in each of these, five

ways. Generalize your feelings to management situations involving nonverbal communication.

Visit a nursery school and observe the types of communication used by preschool children and nursery

school teachers or aides to facilitate various management activities. Later, discuss the effectiveness of the

various types of communication observed. Summarize ways communication can be used effectively to guide

young children.
\IV

Given a list of negative statements often made to children, change them to positive ones. Discuss haw one

can gain a child's cooperation through effectiVe use of communication.

As a group; Plan a party for several young Children. Determine what needs to be communicated and

whom. Make appropriate provisions. Implement your plans and evaluate their success.

Demonstrate the procedure for carrying out a given activity (e.g., bathing a baby, dec6rating a cake). Have

another student perform the activity following your directions. Evaluate the results and develop a list of

ways in which- direction-giving communication can beimproved to facilitate management-related activities.

Discuss'how nutrition or clothing labels can help' in the management proceis-. Look at several labels and

plan meals or a wardrdbe using the information proVided. Share plans formals or wardrobes.

Write instructions for a recipe so someone else could prepare the 'food. Have someone use your directions

.and evaluate the results. Discuss written communication. as a coinponent of management. Make suggestions

for completing1theproject another time. * #

Working in small groups and with incomplete grocery lists, complete their according to what-you feel is

needed. Compare completed lists and determine what assumptions were made. Discuss the advantages gnd

disadvantages of making assumptions when carrying out various managethent activities,

Using a' checklist including such things as "spoke clearly," "used words familiar to, studen'ts," "explained

each step," and "asked for questions," evaluate the effectiveness of your teacher's communication. (The

home economics teacher might purposely give poor directions to make specific Roints about

communication as it relates to management.) Summarize ways in which communication can be improved

by use of each of the factors listed on the checklist__

§flect a management problem you are having. Write a paper describing ways you could impr& yotir
communication in order to solve or help solve the problem. Implement your plan and evaluate.
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SUGGESTED. COURSE GOAL The siudent ,will -be able to describe .Me relationships-among values, goals,
stanylards and,decision making.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

',Define values, goals, standardrand decision.making. Suggest ways in which they are interrelated. . 45,

To determine the relationship between van and decision making, make a list of recent personal decisions
indicating thetinie it took to make each of them. As a class, determine the extent to which values influence
the amount of time spent making various decisions.

Complete several unfinished advertising jinglei (e.g., "Things go better with "; 44
has sex appeal"; "This is , supermarket, but the meat department is mine.") Circle those
products you use. Analyze the values, goals and standards each of the advertisements attempts to appeal to..
Dettermine whether the ads influenced your decision to use the products. Discuss the interrelations of
values, goals, standards and decision malcine.

Think of a time yoti made a decision tl ,
1

or ones related to buying 'clothes, foot ) ;
1 ; 1; ,

relationships among values, goals, stand s. in 1 1

II ,it. Ifit ! t is :II.
have for future action.

DesAbe an kern that you havc k_con 30, ., ,.t. Ill .a.. LI, 4 6 is `k. , ,.

bike, coat). Compare with your classmatih I is ,, ,. 0 ., tls t dal is A .ti., in I. 1 t tt
various decisions. Summarize the tclatiu11slii,E1 out lc la, t., in It .1 t a Ain 1 1 l: ,lt::cialc.?1, rrn ditg.

Carry out an auction of scvciai itc11,1; 1 I Al 1.1c1.1 . I III 41,411100) 4.
interview the. top bidder jot each item t sinii cut :na. I .1,4 %kat( dl !llb i,r tuft value4
and standards entered into each decision httelview eIi e ,ht, ..lies 1 tit c Lid Find out how values.; goal
andstandards influenced then dc,:ialuns S,III. I .ILC you/ I, adttie,tt

Select a 'decistun you recent' , ,...1 6,p1.1.8 aap,1 Lk,
c.hoice(s) you made. Write ash, t par.agrat,k yet., findints Shale 1 slcas in ...la a by discus.ing
hOw values, goals and stantlalds aftect the detAsion tilakiii4droces.fl

Find multiple pktuies ksi 1A a,i i) 1 d 1. ,,..1 a. ... . ,1, 1,, 1111,..i,,o1 .1

Price these and then place i1/41,es .1k issi t/iVk 11 P4Pi Lag and "$30 "sdc,c, alit,
place the pictures of them m you, bag Ith /11(11 141b2,1114.11C.fand analvzc the iclattun.shlo botanccia
selections and one's values, goals Mid .S1.4)1%141(6

In small groups, lesesuch 664 . a ,ao1.1 0. l,.1, la. .

situations: you !wow the gill ,n buy 1,,11) 4 1)1.16 f ni. II. tostat,,s41.1 whei ; ,th
but hfr or his mother is ill, tit, ) cc 'Will /1114

should Le iepu,ted, but y..stt 1. eet.1 itst In. 11. its kci 1.11tRi I Au) Idet.tifj)
the values, goats and stanitatl, ..1 t 111..1 t, .1 Stoll lit Ca t. 1/i/J.A4/14.. 111 pC (C.31.111.b III a
class discussion.

.

litvGn
t visit het patql11.4 an hi., .ti

1Pt

dither; lotus, tinee high scl...).,1 ,1, st hi i 14.. ..111 i i 1 LILL
you feel the individuals pautuaLty 1.44 AttiSI 'ifs; 1.tb .11 to lll ;II. owl
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify q basic process by which decisions are
made.

LEARNING WERIENCES RESOURCES

Identify and define each of the steps in decision making. Define all related terms. Use a chart to illustrate 44

how one decision is often used as a basis for another decision.

Read "Decision Making: 25 Delicious Flavors Are 25 Too Many" in resource 83, Discuss the process by 95

which decisions were made in the story.

Identify various kinds of decisions (e.g., social, emotional, financial, physical) and give examples of each. 64

Discuss the relationship between typesof decisions made and use of the decision-making process. 62

Play the Game of 99. Compare and contrast different decision-making processes used by sfudentS 67

Elk

many oi

Choose a
work oil 1 ur.e I Lill;

vertical x,,l ,rtnis ,n U.
Mass, discms how this 1;

Using lit; "Docisiol,
6ranolis 4. the tree Slit) v 1,
alternatives). Identify Cons!t,tte
this technique can be used 1)11

1.1514:41 Ito 1C4.1011.14:41 p11/1.414.1 .i4.1.1

Was pscd in each situation hake ..

Woi9Cing in 6101,ipb, I i .. ..1111) u l 1 . 63

alternatives to the plonk .11 . 111.1, 1 >i(1 11.I nt it 41

alternative in the preferod eqt, : 1 u .11 gh to low -1P4 to e al. 11
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/11J 01 he, b 1, .ane ior dint ,
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.SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to differentiate among individual, family and group
decision-making patterns.

LEARMNG EXIERIENCES RESOURCES

'Read the playlet Decision Making for Consu mers, parts 1, 2 and 5. Review a case situation dealing with an 65
individual management problem and discuss the process of individual decisidn making. Determine how the
process would differ if a large group' ere involved.

Keep track of all decisions made for a period of time: Indicate which were made individually and which
were made as a group. Differentiate between the patterns used to make individual and group decisions.

-410,

Compare how large groups (e.g., school clubs or organizations, city government, business companies) make
decisions with how individuals make decisions. Identify various decision-making processes used by groups
and contrast with those used by individuals.

Brainstorm decision-making situ ition! g., , ;I pd. I , o.c.; of friends). Seel
situation and resolve it individually. itesult t 1\t tta . guild ! Lus iitaw the two prodosk
differed.

, .

Using a newspaper, select a movie. you v,i,1111 ik : ., s I . 1 .1 I I; JelC.1,:l ion and compare -with yOut
classmates. Analyze the problems that wou.al be lav J1. ell I, a had to chuusi a.movie to see as a class.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of gruap i....tciai)nn.al 1.18

P I

Assume your family is planning tu _ h tit_LI a uc v. li.o,C MIL: ph :ilb or a low!. yut would like-to have Show
them to your parents and ask for.theil input Analyst: how tilt plans would hage been different had.theY
participated in the decision-making plOk.CSS

Working alone, plan a menu tut a spe,aai a .,

final menu. Discuss how the dccison patter
planning increased.

After listening to a c_abc

circle until everyorjr4r. had a ,:nan, t

persons became involved

l'14J, .4...11(1611P egi ()Ups of four. AS a class, decide on a
chantpd as the number of students involved in

,,,,, .1 ...t,ni 14 alltsgeSi J.)111110115 (continue around We
3pCai. how Jedsiuns were altered as more and inure

Dis4;uss the differences ....... ....I 1, ',Hut, ti.da Lt.; t.:4,.11 to stoup and 1'411111)
decision making pattern.. Cuini,are and each pattern would be appropriate
SummatiLe what you leagued

Alualloilb I ,,,11

at applupithte sulutitths Di 4.u... n
I , 1...1 to , t1,

11 I 1.1. .11.41111 pi (,:a t)( It, IIVItiu8Is and



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will Be able to apply the decision-making process to problem
situations and determine the value of doing so.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

given a problem situation and a small, amount of information, analyze 'and make a decision. Then, make
further decisions using successively' greater amounts of information. Discuss the importance of acquiring
information in malting. decisions. Apply .,vhat you learned to one actual problem situation. Evaluate the

result and report in class.

Assume you are a member of a family that has just lost all its clothing in a' fire. Your share of the insurance
settlement.for new clothing is $100 Ilse catalogs and newspapers to obtain prices and pictures of the items

you would buy with the money. Write a short paragraph describing how you made your choices and how
they might have differed had you had an existing wardrobe to work with. Share in class and think of other

*Ln nrnrAcc hP annlied

gtots14 t.t

t)siqg "Deal .1

described, E aruilt
value of using the

View Umpteen 111

community. Take
two items to purct
when purchasing guoli

Reseal/11 the possitilt. vl , r4

appliance category of pt./.,
needs. Justify you c1/010 hot
different had you not knul, 1 111 t 0/.ess,
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a
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the refaitionships aniong gord setting,
communication, decision making, planning and tmplementing.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Review the following terms: goals, communication, decision making, planning and implementing. Play
Decisions, a simulation game of goals, choices and values. After the game, determine the relationships
among goals, values, decision making and communication.

List three things you want Most in life. Examine them to determine how they relate to your values and to
other decisions you have made or will have to make. Evaluate what you have done recently to reach one of
these goals. Make additional plans for moving toward accomplishing your goals.

Working in groups, examine case studies which have obvious solutions (though not always appropriate in
the long run). Generate at least, two additional solutions. considering short- and lono-term mriNerillAnCeg
Share and defend solutjons. Relate the overall Km+ ss f r : I ;.1'

goals.

Write a short case study (a personal a..cuunt,, tine of a th.tional 1. ti) whiith diiiiir man, L,1,4 1,:i

concepts of planning, implementing and facilitating Bc 3tIle to c;o,la goals 54:t curr11,thilliation used al:
decisions made. Share in class. Discuss the relationships swung the th ee cumxpits and determine hom tt
concepts could have been better used in each case.

Plan an activity such as a lashiou AIWA semui desscit u, PtiA .,,t, thiough setting the goal
communicating the active) to Li I e appiopi late persons and making decLions Implement your plans an
evaluate the results.

Semestei assignment. pct t.., 1...srov, ) would tli.o to attain (e.g., earn enougl
. money to buy a ste, o inunJy 11..thagen.zii., lose I 5 pounds nutlition/grooming; get along better with

parentsrelationships; redecolat. fount. home fuliii,l.h.gs) Report your progress periodically, considering
goal setting, communication, decision making planning and implementing. Near the end of the setnester,
evaluate results. Discuss satisfactions at va,ious stages as the processes of setting, planning and
implementing goals wcic used
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to explain the importance of goal setting in the overall
process of management.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Discussion starter: Have you ever had the experience of setting very specific goals for a Saturday? Have you
ever spent a Saturday when your goals were vague and confused? Compare the two days considering
accomplishments and feelings.

Identify plans for the weekend. On Monday, make a list of what was done over the weekend. Compare the
lists. Discuss how goal setting can affect accomplishment of desired activities.

Identify things you want to accomplish this week. Make a plan to show how you will accomplish these
activates. Predict how your plan would change if Au suddenly had to perform s9rae additional tasks (e.g.,
taking brother or sister swimminA, b iby 11 :in g ,1 uss th

Using "The Little Red Hen" in Aesop dint 1.. Lic hut), a,nl e of Au i. Jel I I 1

tasks. Relate to what often happens whet life (.11 at JIL tI;1111 bases only

List ten personal goals which ale lungtei both bt gcal Lill di: 1 UR ;

(short-term), LT (long-term), E (requite:. en,,Igy, M I11 CS cullipl T (t.:ti lire I 14 lit)
(requires interest). Goals may have moh, then ui c syn beside them Exami yu it s. Dist uis
importance of specifying goals to achieve tieb11,C11 lcsolts

Relate a sewing project to IT% ma t t; ,,...,, goal. $.1tess pautA sh.1 t , J11..1 1,..1

goal: sleeve, facings, seams, culla!, vt.tiallt,,,td, cdtting ol.t) hepare a short-tertn goal cheek sheet b)
your pattern instructions to list ell the steps needA to complete your garment Check off steps
completed. This same procedure ,:an ieinfoijed check point in two ways. First, disctas tt
bean'efits of setting silo' t-ternkguats and the satisfactioli a peison gets as t tempgoals are aecomplishe.
Second, discuss how small steps ,:ualpl ted with the saiit, standards t suOrl anwunt to leaching
long-term goal of.quality

Bratrisiotin purchases that . .... , k I. I hviui el 11

these purchases could have been Illu.0 b11.31i1.11/.!.' 1..L1 g ticcli, Set slut ,.) 1.11t ,,Ial purchase

Make four lists ut nve I. h.,1 tut uy, t ,

in the third, goals for. five Naar; lit. iv. aai 1, the Ibtath ft tea yt.ars fro,..1 now. Numher the
goals in the fourth list 1-S.illevi,w go.,1 lists dad-identity tie goals accutding to which tm
the fourth list they lead to Some slio.tel te.111 gu.ls will .1 lead anywl.ele, some will lead to all of the
long-term goals. Summarise the Itlii,t)itchtt,t, g, al scrims 11 ll.c titatlagethelit pioceSS.

1.11VILC d 1111dIlt,141 1c ) 1 1 : d 1 1 . , I 1 . I I 11" I WWI. .11. 111.1 ..... 01..1

learned and relate to itle ant ot 16.)11 k 1111A, n 111 a ;1111 1 11. ,CSS Ili
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be'able to describe a process by which plans are formed,
organized and controlled.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Working alone and given a goal, formulate a plan for reaching it. Establish controls or checkpoints and
determine a method of evaluating the results. Compare your work and discuss the priicess by which plans
were formed, organized and controlled.

Make at plan for spending your leisure time during one weekend. After the weekend is over, evaluate how
successfully the plan was controlled, how satisfied you were with the esults, what factors influenced any
change and how the plan was adapted:. Shaie results in class.

Given a specific babysitting situation. (e.g. you have been atIted to oabysil three 'child) .11 of urnigl
devblop plans which would help ensure that th.2 e).perience tins :tic, essful. Discuss the importance
planning and thorough orginization.

In a foods lab, complete a number of loud I icpatallott steps as they n,c given to you. (The final pooduc
not identified in advancc ) Exampl Step 1 . Pelson A will add two eggs and blend; Step 2: Person D N

grease and flour a loaf par, /the' the lab, dis1/4:tiss the inipoitanec of organizing and implementing a-pl
involving several people

Plan a tea or Whet ,:,s 1 t., tit,t 1ii8 (:6 invitations, preparing foods, die
up). Then categoria duti..ts s "before, "dining' Laid "after." Walking in three committees, develop plz
for meeting responsibilities before, dining and atter the activity. Share plans in class and delegate dud,
Implement. Discuss ihetsuccess of the act vity In terms ofionning, organizing and controlling the plan.

After planning, preparing and sCivIiik, a tjta,Jt r,,,,,,I.evaluet, the pitit.CJJCO used In t. all yIng out the aLtivit
Discuss how menus were decided upon. who plantcd whet, and haw plans were urganiZed and controlle

In a childi.development tat, alltialtiii ,, oik in p.iii.. t,. plail ,;.6...ttitz.t.: dila 0111101 at least une eetivity tor ti 1
preschoolers. Evaluate elloits and :A111111111 I :4-. (h:: OlUCe.S by which plans were iiniaed, organized aria
controlled.

Plan, uiganize arid a , it / a . 1 I) (C. t; ttllW lalulutj I
nursing home, cleaning di. a kt.iglibt L.n II 1,111 g , ion) Iiiur fu1 neigLoothuoti children) Evaluat, the
activity according to (ht.: ulignial

P,101 to %A/Mph:tine, a toa,,its, I I ti gOalS, plan and
organize steps, and tais( tibt) a Hit Ana k/1 . .111,tt 1.1111; ill ai,u CalliCilk 'results Sonunarize
the p1oc.ss by Which p.Iens t u l l , l e i lb 'lac:h. 1 1 1 . . 1 tan I

At lei that. Ilaansb Ii. 1,1 4/id ti liJ.1 .1 . 11 I l 1, Iii I.
legi514.11Ve sessiu,.. in .1 int., lit, a Ili, h.,. I iii:t.litle .;0111, 1;; Op,
return, discuss out vc,i lh. , C t)llik,die tI1C lt:Jilliki ICJ with lito.c
discussed biter,. ItIC field o
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe factors_ which determine how financial
resources are used. .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

After learning about the concept of income (direct and indirect income, actual and-potential income), write 36
a short paper describing factors which contribute to various types of income. Give examples of direct and
indirect income and glternalives they provide individuals and families in terms of resource use. In pairs, 14
develop a list of factors that determine how financial resources are used. Describe factors that determine
how you spend money now or factors that will determine how you will spend money in the future.
Compile the lists.on the board and as a class discuss variations in factors identified. -

After researching advertising\ techniques, watcp one TV commercial and describe thespeal used. Choose 5
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JGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to explain, the role of credit in overall financial
planning.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Brainstorm ideas about credit. Develop a tentative definition of credit from the ideas generated. Compare

with a dictionary definition and summarize the differences.

Given a IN of terms and definitions related to credit, review them by playing Bingo, Concentration or

Jeopardy. )

After viewing the filmstrip Teenage Credit in Decision Making for Consumers, discuss factors that affect the

availability of credit.

Invite a resource person to ci.tcuss tl, ci .1

Then, select an item you would lisle ow I ,tr . ;

financing it. Rank these in order of pite.rny , 1 ; poi t ,) 14.)
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;UGG1STED COURSE GOAL The student will' be able to describe how planning and budgeting can be
adapted to meet the needs of families and individuals with varying financial
goals.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

.0

Define "budget" .and then list several categories of a budget (e.g., housing, transportation). Discuss the 49
advantages and disadvantages of adhering to a budget. Discuss the statement: "Budgeting is a waste of
time." Summarize the discussion. 38

Develop an opinionnaire concerning attitudes toward money management. ,Include statements such as 5

"Some people can't afford to use a budget" or "Savings should be part of a spending plan." Use it to survey
members of your community to see how they feel. Summarize your findings and relate them to financial 21
well-being.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student 'will be able, to evaluate me spent in various homemaking,
wage-earning and leisure-time activities.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Assume you have 100 hours to spend. Conduct a class auction of activities that require time (e.g., tennis,
studying, babysitting)...Trading is permitted after all activities have. been sold. Discyss how Rersonal
preferences and goals affected decisions to purchase various timerelated activities. Re lite to the ways in

which you spend your time.

Interview your grandmotlier and your mother to find out how much time was involved in completing
various household tasks (eig., laundry, dishwashing, meal preparation, floor care) when they had small
rhilrlren enmnarA and contrast differences and similarities in time spent on various activities and report
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Record how much time is 'spent in yoiir home watching TV and report in class. Make a list of the ways TV
time could be used to work toward' meeting personal or fathily goals. Implement one of your suggestions
and report, the results in dui. .

. .

Canvass the:. neighborhood, interview friends and parents, and look in newspapers 'to develop a list of jobs
available for teens in your community. Choose one job you would be interested in and-find out how much
it pays. Compare your findings in class and discuss the possibility of using spare time to earn money to
reach a'goal.

Read and discuss information related to the dollar value of household work: Using this data, complete the
amount of "money" you and your mother, father, brothers and sisters contribute to your family income.
Compare with your classmates and discuss reasons for the differences observed.

112



UGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe how time spent in homemaking is a
function of time in life, gainful employment of the homemaker, composition
of the household, attitude toward household tasks and accepted standards. .

. `. LEARNING EXPERIENCES , RESOURCES A
1
4

Research various work schedules (e.g., job sharing, flexible hours, the fourday work week). Predict how
these trends will affect households and families in lire hi titre

You are given the following situations. Your parents think the living room should be neat all the time, but

you don't mind a few things scattered around. Your idea of mowing the lawn is just mowing, but your
parents' idea also involves .trimming. Make suggestions for solving the problems involved. Discuss the
following: "Anyone can find the time to do anything, if his or her standards arelow/high enough." Discuss
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sswa ..ausas. %IA MIA" LlAVO .S./ VW U./ -au vini LIFO. IMGVIVW ill lUtlal IIVU plJklUldl
niagaZinericrititid tips, to Your list. In class, compile your suggeitions.and develop a master list.Choose one
Ormore fruit% thb list to implenient. ...

Beginning on Monday, and continuing each day for a week, take a card from a numbered stack as you enter
the ClasstOmn. Keep a record of the numbers,you get. At the end of the week, compare your lists to see
who is usually early and late to class. Examine reasons for the "findings and discuss the advantages of
promptness in relation to various activities.

. Research techniques you .could use to manage your time better (e.g., make lists and check off tasks; hang 96
up an.object ft:II:each task alid taldone down as tasks are completed; make a time Schedule). Select one and
uset For one week. Evaluate the effectiveness Of the strategy and share results in class. 102

Keep a record of.how you speUil your time between setting out of bed in the morning and arriving at 107
school. Evaluate, and consider changes that could be made to make better use of the time (e.g., rise earlier
and have. time for breakfast, change *hod of transportation, plan family use of bathroom). Compile a list 101
of suggestions and implement one or more.

'`List all activities you need to complete in one day. Rank them from most important to least important. 85-
Complete the tasks in ogler of importance and evaluate how you feel afterwards. Prepare a chart (using a
scale of 1-10) of how you feel "energy wise" every hour of the day. Plan a revision of your activities to 87
make optimuni useof your mostenergetic time periods. Discuss relationships among task priorities, energy
levels and goal realization.

Write a brief para,graph entitled "I Think My Main Talent Is Write a brief paragraph about one other
person entitled "r Think 's Main Talent Is ...." Sharovaragraphs so that each person's talents
can be used to facilitate time .management in his or her own life. '
Have your parents plan a complete time schedule for you for two days and follow it. Evaluate. Discuss how
a time schedule you plan differs from one planned for you.

.List the tasks related to grooming that are essential if an indhidual is to present a.44tTrabte etzpearance.
Rank' in terms of time required for each. Suggest ways of consolidating or eliminating Masks to save' time.
Implentent one or More of the suggestiOns.

A

401(r
Pla'n a time schedule for yoursitf for one week. include at least one hour a day to do something that you
totally enjoy. Implement your plan and record hpw time was actually spent. Compare the two timetables'
and evaluate how yciufelt abOut operating on a time schedule.

Select 'a common chore you perform at home (e.g., washing d
how much time you spend each 'Week at it...Think of something
cduld find time for. Evaluate your current time schedule and list
for the activity. Discuss how muctryou would pay someone to do
tape to do the desired attivity. piscuss trade-offs (f time and.*suggestions and share results in class. . .

a.

. .

Make a list of the things you Would I to accomplish next week, nextyear and during the next five years.
Formulate suggestions for managing ythir time so'y,ou could more, asily'achieVe these ;kings. Compare with
your classmates and add swg,geggions to your list.

4
After viewing Time of Your Life, interview people you know who have busy schedules. Find out how they 155
manage their time in order to accomplish the.activitifs they value niost. Report yoUr findings in class and
suggest ways you could implement one or more of them.

doing laundry, mowing lawn). Indicate
have always wanted to do but never

several things you could do to make time
the chore foyou, so youivould have the
money. Implement one:Ibr more of your

,
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I

p3yiiwaybagui. mans. I aula lo vy -
Evaluate your home with respect to how long it takes to complete varioukhousehold tasks. Suggest several

things that could be done. to reduce the time required to complete them (E.g., rearrange cleaning equipment

and supplies). Report Sniur findings in class and implement one or more of the suggestions.

Given a letter to Ann Laiiders or Dear' Abby, answ,pr it in a way that would solVe the time-related
problern(s) illustrated. Share letters and suggestions in class. Develop a lisrof techniques from the generated
solutions that could be used to facilitate time management. 0

;i
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rptRearriinge your schedule for three days to make ,time for a tritious breakfast, lunch and dinner. In a
report,.evalitateyouvschedule and 'discuss how:you were able -o facilitate your own time management.

, '.. .. .
.

Plat what you will'ilear to school every day for one week: At the end of the week evaluate how welryou
were able to adhere to your plan. Discuss the advantagek.:and disadvantages of planning in terms of time
saved. BrainstOrm other situations where time could be saved by planning. ,

. .

C eep a logoiftime usage and feelings about the allotment:Of time for variousaotivities: Select a task you do
..'' 'Irsnot enjoy, and ecord the time involved in completing it. Try completing tkie task several different way's and

record the time'spent each way. Select .the,most efficient way to compldte the task and indicate why you
found it best.

411

List the 4chores everyone must share in the home economics department (e.g., wiping off demonstration
table, cleaning refrigerator). Propose ways to get these jobs done in the iiiost time-efficient way. Implenttt
your suggestions.

In a child development class, schedule a period in which your objective is to save time. Devel9p suggestions
for saving time and analyze each in terms of whether the children involved could cope with them and how
much each &vould cost. Discuss how time management requires consideration of other factors as well.

In a parenting class, Conduct an "eggsperiment." Given a'raw egg, become its parent. Keep a diary of the
events, time spent and reactions in keeping the egg (child) for one week: Discuss the importance of being a

goOd manager of time when there is a 'child to care for. This same activity dild alsolie carried out using a
plant. . .

After learning about children and play activities, research techniques,which can be used,o manage time in a
nurseryschool. Develop a time schedule for a nursery school session and implement:. EvalOate, your plan
and suggest changes you would make if you were to use it again. ..

In a foods, class, plan a tea or another event emphasizing time management principles, Implement your
plans and evaluate.

,

s.#

As a class, oh,serve a stude,nt completing a simple task, such as washing the dishes. Make a list of ways time
could have been saved while completing the task. Share ideas and have another student implement the'
suggestions.

. ;
Given a drawing of your kitchen unit at school and templates of all the equipmen found in it, place the
equipment where you feel it would be easiest to use. Discuss pLificiples of stbrage you used in arranging
your kitchen. Check your kitchen unit to see how the actual arrangement compares with your placement.
Discuss how proper storage relates to time use.

&

For a given foods lab, list all tasks that need to be.completed. Estimate the time needed for each task and
assign the jobs to individuals in your lab group. On, the day of the lab, have one lab group member record
the time spent in completing each task. Compare with the schedule estimates and discuss how 'me use
could have been improved.

Plan a foods lab by mdkinga list of five detail's each person is expected to perform (e.g., set qtable,
cream blend=butter and sugar, wash dishes). Give each person SS in pretend money. During the lab you
may either complete your assigned tasks or pay someone else SI to complete each of your tasks. At the-end
of the lab you may use what money you have left to buy the product prepared. Discuss the potential
trade-offs (e.g., time, energy, money) that were involved in the experiment.

Working in groups in a sewing lab, plan a new arrangement for machines, supplies and other items to
improve efficiency. Jttfy the arrangeinent. If possible. try out your plan for a time and evaluate.

57
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Observe your surroundings fort day:Make a list of all the examples of energy use you saw. Compare your
lists and explain examples.

99

.

Brainstorm various types of available energy. Collect newspaper articles dealing with use of various types
and find pictures illustrating those uses. Create a bulletin boatd for future reference.

View TheiEnergy Dilemma, Energy a First Film, Give Earth a Chance, Man Builds, Man Destroys or The 152
Energy Crisis. Identify. the types of energy discussed and summarize their characteristics. 153.

125
Play Bingo or Password using energy s found in the Family Energy Watch Calendar or other energy tip 143
pamphlets.

. . 4 168
47

-.Make, a list of the types of nonhuman energy u. use in your home. Itnagine those forms were no longer 53
'available. Brainstorm types of energy that' co d be used as replacements. Share examples in class. ..

J

Invite a speaker tct, discuss body bior thms. Determine youown biOrhythm Pattern and compare with
,

.

your Classmates. Discuss possible i ns for biorhythms, I

.... -
Reiearch an innovative source f .g., methane from chicken manure, treated garbage, solar power,
tidal power, elsctric cars). Report your ndings in class. Speculate about whethe4,these forms of energy will

J ever be used q a widespread basis and the potential, effects of each.
,-.i, ., , , a.

After lea#04.about.the characteris/ics .ek,swious types of nonhuman energy, research the advantages and
disadvant,ages of each. Working in goupi,-.sOlect one form of energy and discuss how it would affect
family resource management. Write a short description of the impact, explaining how a family would need
to adapt to the Dew:energy use. Answer the-question: Would the use of this energy require an increase or
decrease in ht,trhan energyexpenditures?,Share in class and compare.

, . I

a
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Discuss the relationship.be'tween "time 'use" and "work simplification." Determine whether the two are

always compatible. Give examples to justify your feelings.
c

After learning about calorie expenditures iryvl d in various types of activities, keep a record of your
activities for a 24_4tour period. Calculate the ann ount.of energy expended. Make a list of tliose 'activiti s
which could he eliminated'or simplified when conservation of human energy is needed.

1 is

Select any room i your home and develop a plan for rearranging items so they are at the point of first use.
Implement and ev uate the results of the change. Report your findings in class. Discuss whether "point of

first use" is always e best arrangement.

P"---tSelect various types of homemaking tasks or activities such as ironing or doing the dishes. Illustrate through
`playing how body posture affects the amount of human energy required to perform each task. Select

e.
the most efficient postures and practice using them while performing these tasks at home.

HAT your mothei or father observe while you perform a task such as cleaning your room, mowing the

lawn, baking a cake or washing the dishes. Have either suggest ways you could imprbve your use of time
and energy. Compare your findings in class. Implement one or more of the suggestions given.

Prepare a peanut butter sandwich while syting in a chair facing a counter without a breadboard. Now
perform the task using another method 61 your choice. Compare the two by considering feelings, fatigue,

comfort and. ease of motion. Discuss ways of simplifying cornm'on tasks. Practice using what you learned at

home and at school. ;
r After learning about kitchen work triangles and principles of storage, make a drawing of the work triangle

in your kitchen at home. While preparing a meal, keep track of your movements. Suggest ways estripment
.could be rearranged to make meal preparation more efficient. Share findings in class. Implement the
changes, if possible. Carry-out the same kitchen expr4telit at school.

During one or ore lab situations, take turns observing each other work. As you watch, jot down ways In 5

which tasks co Id be simplified. As a class, summarize your suggestions and implement them when possible.

Working in oups, list all of the ways in which, biscujts could be prepared (e.g., from scratch, biscuit mix, 4..1
refrigerated). Discussthe time and energy costsof each method. List the factors that would be inv.olved in a

decision to choose one method over the others. Repeat the exercise using another food product 4tido:;,, .

-f
compare your findings.

,. e iti

During a foods lab, videotape kitchen teams as they complete their tasks. Review the tape.and identify . 4,

unnecessary or inefficient practices which could be eliminated to reduce energy expended. Use this new
knowledge during future labs.

Is
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View EnergyA Matter of toices to become familiar with energy alternatives. Invite'a speaker from k, 124
environmentalist group to present information on energy.use and conservation. Clip articles in current
newspapers and Sagazines and compare with informatidn presented in the film and by the speaker.
Summarize differences obseived in descriptions of the impact of various types of products and .appliance/

Learn to read an electric meter. Keep. track of the number of hours various electrical appliances are used in
your home (e.g., 'IV, radio, dryer). Figure the cost of the energy consumed. If possible, record electrical
usage during a period of peak energy consumption and during a period of low energy consumption.
Compare and determine what accounted for the differences.

Invite a guest speaker from an electricutility company to discuss the energy'consumption of new, small
appliances on the market (e.g., hot dogger, fry baby, egg cooker). Evaluate the worth of each in terms of
energy consumption and environmental impact, and determine whether you would purchaie it.

While watching TV, note commercials that advertise products as "energy sa ." Select one product to
research and determine whether the claim is valid. You may need to writ the companies for claim

*
substantiation. Determine whether you would purchase the product and tell.wh .

After researching the ener& consumption of common appliances, make 'alist of all the energy-consuming
,

products and appliances at school or in your home. Rank them according to the amount of energy each
uses. Decide which you c Id do without. Calculate the energy savings that would result and discuss how
the functions of these pr ucts and appliances would be replaced.

`4k

Select a piece of energy-related legislation that has recently been passed and research its impact on the
environment. In small groups, design a bill which Would have a positive energy impact and submit it to the
appropriate governmental representative. Keep track of the bill yourgroup submitted.

Conduct a survey of homemakers .who have small children to find out how many use or have used
disposable diapers,in place of cloth diapers. Research the energy cost of using each type (e.g., production of
disposable versus washing cif cloth). Discuss your findings and determine which is best. Relate to your /
survey findings.

.

invite al building supply salesperson to discuss the energy-related characteristics of various building
materials. Summarize findings related to cost of production, energy savings provided apd energy use
required. Select one building material you would use if you were building a home and tell why.

...!

Collect several containers used to package food in fast-food restaurants. AnalyzMich in terms of whether it
can be recycles'. Discuss strategies that could be taken to encourage restaurants to use resource-conserving
containers and to otherwise conserve human and nonhuman resources. .

As a class, compare conventional and microwave ovens. Analyze each in terms ofVne involved in preparing
foods, energy usage and quality of products.
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After brainstorming typical household tasks such as-cooking, sewing .and cleaning, select one and write a
description of a typical way in which it is completed. Devise a strategy for carrying it out using less
nonhuman enerfg..,Share ideas in class. .

Find and read one, article in a book, magazine or pamphlet that':deals with energy conservation. Write a

short critique on the usahility of the conservation technique(s) Till whether you would use the techniques
discussedin your own home and why. Share with Yourclassmates;

View Energy and Your Future Environment or Consent
techniques presented for conserving energy and formulate4.
future action. 4

"'Environment. Discuss the
elines which, can be used for

Invite a'panel of guest speakers from various utility,c -uss energy conservation strategies.
Summarize what you learned and prepare a school display II _; finding.'

Collect energy-saving tips from various sources (e.g., Exte.risi icevregon Energy Conservation and

Allocation Office, utility companies). Survey members of Y_O'Cir cualOrtity:.:to determine how often the tips

are used and how people feel about them. Categorize the tips as "east' or "difficult" to implement. Using

this informatiOn, make a list of ways to implement the suggestions

Brainstorm guidelines for conserving energy. Develop remincigiS frittake home.to post in appropriate areas
(e.g., over light switches: "Please switch off as you leave"; onthe mixer: "Wouldn't it be just as easy to.do
by hand?"). Design a pamphlet illustrating energy conservation techniques. Distribute throughout your

school and community.

t Invite a speaker from the State Consumer Protection Agency to discuss ways to identify przoducts,
appliances and services which are energy efficient. Visit an appliance dealer to learn about the use of energy

efficiency tags. Summarize the information provided by the tags..
t.

Make a list of labor-saving devices used in your home. Star those you feel are unnecessary and tell why. Be

sure to consider time, energy, money and satisfaction involved in their use. Compare your feelings with

those of your classmates. Make a master list of unnecessary energy eaters and develop a list of alternatives

to using them.

At 5:30 p.m., go through every room of your home and make a list of each piece of electrical-equipment in
use. Do the same thing before you go to bed and when you get up in the morning. Determine which of
these uses were unnecessary. Report in class and formulate guidelines for energy conservation based on

your findings.
, .

Invite a pefson from your local power company to discuss the steps involved in a home energy analysis.
Forniulatesuidelinet that could be used to reduce the home electric/gas bill by 10, 20 and 50 percent.

Discuss the.impact of each of the three reduction levels on family-life. Implement appropriate guidelines, if

poisible. .

/
Take a field trip to a grobery store and observe the ways in which various food items are packaged.
Determine which packages can be recycled..Summarize your findings and suggest alternative methods of

,packaging. Forward your suggestions to the appropriate food manufacturihg or distributing comnies.

Interview owners or managers of several local businesses to determine yAlat they are doing to conserve
energy. Summarize your findings and make suggestions for improvement. Submit your suggestions to
businisses in the community or write a letter to the editor describing suggested'chariges.

Iniiite an automobile mechanic to discuss factors that affect auto perawmance and gasoline consumption
(e.g,,.driving habits, tune-ts . Visit several auto dealers to find out about mileage ratings of various auto

makes and Models. Formulate. general guidelines for -purchaseland use of automobiles based on your

findings.
, -
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t.onect pictures uiustrating various world housing conditions and discuss the energy-related aspects of each.
Determine-whether any energy conservation techniques are evident elsewhere that might be used to pod
advaiitageour country. Make a list of them to share with members of the community.. .

Organize an energy colseryation contest in the home economics department. After each classhas submitted
an,pnergy conservation plan, have the student body vote on the best. Organize and implement a campaign
based onthe winning suggestions. Follow up by planning, organizing and implementing a school energy fair..
Arrange to have exhibits, speakers and cord lunches. Afterward, evaluate to determine the effect on tja
school and community.

I

I
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Write a short papedescribing how energetic you feel at various times of the day. Determine whether there
is. a pattern in relation to the pleasantness of the tasks you perform. Based on your findings, develop a
schedule for spading pleasant and unpleasant tasks. Implement and report the results. As a class, formulate
guidelines for balancing pleasant and unpleasant activities to conserve energy.

-14.
.

Y

Invite an bfficiency expert (e.g., someone engaged in industrial evaluation) to discuss methods of conserving
human and nonhuman energy. Relate to safety precautions and implement during future lab classes.

Inventory your personal energy use by calculating such things as the amount of water, electricity, gasoline 116

and paper you use in a day. Make suggestions for reducing your _personal energy consumption and
implement as many as possible. After one,week report your results. 47

After beginning a fo(5ds lab, shut off all the power supplies. Finish the lab using alternate sources of energy.
Discuss what you could do at home if a power outage occurred for a short or a long period of time. Relate
to methods that can be used to prevent power blackouts. I'

. -
After researching the energy efficiency of various small appliances, plan a meal which could be prepared
using only one. Compute the energy cost of your meal and compare with those planned by your clagsmates.
Select the least expensive and prepare in class.

Using various cookbooks, plan low energy -usenieals for your family for one week. Compare your plans and
summarize the techniques incorporatN (e.g., quantity preparation, one-dish meals, cold meals). Share
resultsin class and implement one or more of your plans, if possible.

Develop plans for a class picnic using the fo lowing objectives: spend as little money as possible; use as little
energy as possible; pollute the environm nt as little as possible; and, spend as much time outdoors as
possible. Be sure to consider mode of tra'el, cooking fuel, food spoilage, packagingocampsite set-up and
picnic activities. Implement your plans and e uate their success. it

After researching concepts of human energy management (e.g., storing items at place 7f first use,
dovetailing activities), develop plans or reorganizing the home economics room to improve the efficiency

with which it can be used. Compare your plans and select the best. Submit'a proposal to your principal for

athe needed changes.

Research the insulation properties of various types of clothing. Plan a wardrobe which would b'e
appropriate for a given ,household temperature (e.g., 6801.600). Discuss maldifications that could be made in
existing wardrobes to meet these needs. Develop plans to alter your own Ardrobe accordingly.

Make a list of common household tasks. Research each to determine how to complete it in the most
efficient manner (e.g., while dust using both hands at the same time). Practice using what you learned at
home and report the results in claw

Invite a panel of parents to discuss techniques they use to conserve energy while caring for young children.
Develop and present an energy plan to a young homemaker based on what you learned.

Vie netgy: Use it Wisely Around the Home and discuss the energy conservation techniques presented!'" . 162

R rch additional energy conservation techniques and develop a checklist which could be used to evaluate

home energy use. Draw a diagram of your home and use the checklist to determine the energy efficiency of , 46

each room. Develop a list ,of suggestions for improving energy use based on your findings. Implement as
t-

many as possible.

%I.Given an energy allocation (e.g., 800 kilowatt hours) and using a table listing the average kildnatt hours
consumed by various electrical appliances, develop an energy budget for one month. Discuss why you

" \\...
budgeted your energy as you did and summarize the techniques you planned to use to conserve your
energy.
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mep a record of your 'amity's automobile use l9r one week including trips made and gasoline used.
Evaluate in terms of the number of trips that could have been avoided or combined. Develop a list of
suggestions to improve your auto energy use and enliSt your family's supportii implementing them. Share
results, in terms.of energy saved, with the class:

Determine whether your community has aCy recycling centers and visit one, if possible. Ft id out how it
operates and what effect it h7ls on community energy consumptiorylan and implement a recycling protect
based on what you learned. a.

or
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SUGGST-Ep
PROGRAM GOAL

The student will be able to use appropriate -toOls and techniques,to deal with
management concerns facing special groups of ^famili,gS and individuals.

, .
Classrogin teachers should develop their, own performance indicators related to
these' suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local. concerns, changing
societal and environmental issues; and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology.

)
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Working hi small groups, construct bulletin bdards which ,show" how yoUng people use time, money and
energy,. Use the bulletin boards as springboards for discussing similarities and differences among the ways
young people.use various resources.

Think of an example when your tine allocation conflicted with your family's (e.g., wanting to go to a
friend's house ort Sunday when the rest ofthe family always goes to church). Do the same with energy and
money. Slim examples and suggest ways these conflicts can be resolved. '

As a class, devise a questionnaire and use it to interview' it youncouple, a beginning family, and a new
patent or parents concerning problems encountered in the use-of their time, energy or money. Working in
groups, combthe your findings, keeping track of how many times specific problems arementioned. Place
yotir lists on the blackboard and discuss examples of the identified problems. Select one or more to
research and propose possible'solutions. Share with the class. .

Discuss traditional versus nontraditional roles of men and women as they relate to the performance of
household tasks, Identify advantages and disadvantages a sharing these tasks. Using case studies depicting
situations in which both male and female partners work, discuss feelings about the distribution of
household chores and responsibilities.

Identify :typical-time,-energy and money\problems of beginning families. Using case-studies, identify the
11,04ture of conflicts which emerge. Formulate suggestions for dealing with conflicts that frequently arise over

issues related to tfie use of time, money and enema.

'!-After viewing The Consumer Game, survey 25 students to determin
e\how

much.money they earn or 3
receive, where it comes from, how it is spent; and &attitudes related to 14 acquisition and distribution.
Summarize your sfindings and make some generalizations about the money daolgement concerns of young 122
people.

View one or more filmstrips depicting the role of young people 3s consumers. Identiff alternative ways 11

. people. allocate money. Compare and contrast the way you would allocate various resources with the ways
they were allocated in the filmstrip(s). 165

Develop and enact a satire baied on young people's need to buy, buy, buy. Discuss the problem of money 171
useas it relates to wants and needs.

Working in pairs and assuming you are a young couple who has inherited $5,000, draw several' cards (from 8
categorie,s with separate cards) which define your family situation (e.g., children/no children/number of
children; renting/buying/building; car payment/no car payment; both working/one working/neither

working). Decide how you would spend your money and formulate justifications for your decisions. As a
class, discuss problems encountered in making decisions about money. Based on what you learned, identify
your personal attitudes about money and the attitudes you would like a spouse to have. Identify and share
strategies couples can use to deal with differenlis which arise laver the use of money.

Research ways tithe, money and energy are allocated in another culture (e.g., foreign country or subculture
in the U.S.). Compare and contrast your findings and summarize those which might also be-useful in your
own culture.

a
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Identify problems of young people and beginning families that(contribute to a need for outside help. Select

one problem and, using newspapers, pamphlets, and periodicals, locate source's of. aid available to persons

with that problem. Share' our findings in class.

Sur Vey thectunity for agencies and services available to young people and beginning families. Develop a

directoiy of the services and make it available to interested persons.

In ;rite a series of guest speakers or have a panel discussion with representatidn from several sources of aid.

These might. include:

A minister to discuss counseling services provided and strategies for dealing with problems young
people and beginning families encounter.

A marriage counselor to discuss major problems young couples face and the types of assistance

available.
An extension worker to discuss programs and materials available to young individuals and beginning

families.
A doctor or children's services representative to discuss child abuse and ways it, can be prevented.

Parents to discuss the ways they can or have helped young people and beginning families..

An employment agency representative tediscuss job training and job opportunities available for

-young people.
A representative from the county mental health association to discuss aid availably for individuals a 131

fTiilies who are encountering problems in coping with daily living patterns.

A repOsentative from social sec rity or vocational rehabilitation to discuss aid or rehabilitation 159

services available when to ra r total disability strikes an individual or parent.

4 comnrginity, college represen to discuss courses offered to aid persons in managing a home and 120

family.
AV insurance representative to provide information about types of insurance available, the nature of 160

the protection and the part insurance should play in personal'financial planning.
A bank or loan officer to discuss the use of credit, buying a home, financing a car and bankruptcy 156

4
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STED *COURSE GOAL The stud nt will be able to evgluate -the time, energy and_money costs of halting
and raisi Children. 4

LEARNING iXPERIENCES RESOURCES

r 3

esearch the time, moiley and energy costs of having and raising children. Develop questions based on what
ou lepmed and pose them to a gfoup of parents, social workers and doctors. Susnmarize,your findings: Set
p family case Situationi and suggest solutions to problems posed. Discusslhe concept of quality versus
dantity as it rslates to.time, money and energy spent in raising children.

iterview parents of preschool, school-age and college-age -children and thckse whose children are n
n'manendy away from home regarding time and energy involved in ratting,children.'Solicit respoaes
)vv the cost of time and energy affected the parents' lives. Summarize your findings and present in cla

ivite a panel of homemakers who have different aged children to -discuss the time., energy 'and mo
ictors involyed in having aiml raising children. Ask questions about problems encountered, including ild
Ke. Summarize your findings.

ivite a doctor and.'a midwife to diScuss the issue of having a baby at home versus having the baby delivered
a hosptal. Ask questions related' to time, energy, money, safety and personal considerations for each
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SUGGESTED ,COURSE GOAL The student will,be able, to describe the developmental and adaptive tasks
facing the elderly. 0

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Collect pictures; newspaper articles and comics dealing with the elderly. Identify characteristics of these
persons and post on a bulletin board. Use as springboard for brainstorming develOpmentat and adaptive
tasks which faCe the elderly.

View Peege or Row Would You Like to Be Old? Develop a summary list ordevelopmental and adaptive 146

tasks facing the elderly. 164

Read a recent report to the President f the U.S. Council on Aging. Identify national concerns related to
the developmental and adaptive tasks fa ng the elderly. Select one and determine what is being done'about
It. Share your findings in class.

Invite a person who works in geriatrics to discuss developmental and adaptive needs of the elderly. Then,
interview an .elderly person or invite a panel of older citizens4' to discuss the mental and physical changes
they have undergone over the years. Compare and contrast the differences presented.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able, to describe the relationship between retirement
planning and resource availability in the later years.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES *ESOURCES

Invite a panel of women (e.g., widow who Inuit manage on social security, an unmarried professional,a
divorced woman with children) to discuss retir ent Tans and expectations. Sturmarize similarities and
differences observed. ..

_.-/.

.
.

Interview fa :JO at different stages of the life cycle to identify the relationship betWeen retirement
planning andlesource availability. Note attitude differences 6etween a, young, beginning family, a
middle-age family approaching retirement an4a family that is already retired. Draw conclusions about the
perceptions regarding retirement planning at various stages of the life cycle.

Invite a panel of retired persons to discuss ptior, retirement planning and current resource availability dujing
the retirement years. Summarize what you learned.

Invite a representative from a retirement community Ao speak about the facilities provided as well 'as the
costs involved. Discuss the need for retirement planning in relatibn to what you learned.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the special physical, health, food, housing
Ih and social problems many of elderly :face.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

W.rite'a paper entitled "Why My Grandfather (or Grandmother) Is Special." "Special" has two definitions in

, this paper: physical needs (e.g.; diet, health concerns) and emotional needs. Share your papers in class.

Working in groups, rerearch the,physical,shealth, food, housing and social problems faced by the elderly.
Based oil your findings, develop a chart identifying these special needs. Post on the bulletin board for
future reference.

o y.
Using census figures, identify the percent of the population over 65 in your-community and state. Interview
several persons who retired against their will at 65. Summarize the problems or joys retirement created.
Share information in class.

Experience physical haddicaps common fo Iderly persons (e.g., taped.fingers for arthritis). Discuss feelings

associated with experiencing the various ha icaps. ,
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SUGGESTED 'COURSE GOAL,,. The student will b"YL ell identify resources available to help the elderly.
o

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

.,,.

I agencies tint .lt-
.

Using magazines,newspapers, pamphlets and telephone books, identify fedaral, state ati
aid elderly persons, Summarize the_services or each. Make a compositelst and post in nursing homes or.,
distribute to interested persons. . . ...

. imi: - . s
Invite a panel of wrofession0 and paraprofessionals who work with the elderly (e.g., health worker, welfare

. worker, nutting home administrator, physician, senior citizen activity center director) to discuss tht needs
of elderly persons as well as services and resources available. Summarize your findings.

Research special comTunity services for, the elderly (e4., special bus routes, Dial-A-Ride, special prices,
Meals on Wheels). Record findings on a handout to share *th others or write a related article for the local
paper. Then, as a class project, arrange for a guest panel to spe to elderly persons in the community about
organizations (e.g., Grey Panther) and services designed to hefP t em.

Take a field trip to a local senior citizen activity center. Tour the facility and identify the activities and
oscrcri IC _ -
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify the velopmental and adaptive tas4
handicapped face.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

11. Compile definitions of ")handicapped.: View A 'Day in t e Life of Bonnie Consolo or 'king d list tasks
facing people with various handicaps. Brainstorm wa f adapting to or overcorning the prob Ms involved.

T,o'become familiar with the developmentil and adaptive tasks which face handicapped pe ns, complete
one or nure of the following activities. (1) Invite a panel of professionals or paraprof sionals who work
with handicapped individuals to describe the special problems these persons face. Summ rize your findings.

'421 ghserve haldicapped persons in your school or neighborho'od to become aware of the tasks facing
thernfPorripka list from ypur observations. (3) Invite one person who has been handicapped from birth
and one 'Who acquired a handicap later in life to discuss tasks they face and ways they cope with their
handicaps. Summarize ;Ai-at you learned.

Interview parents of handicapped children fO discover the tasks facing both the children and the families.
As a class, discuss feelings parents and families have when a child is bom with a handicap of when a child
acnitires,a handicap later in life. Summarize tasks facing children with various handicaps and ,tasks facing
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describee_ the special factors related to time, energy,
and,money management that are of concern to the handicapped..

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Brainstorm a list of handicaps. Clip news articles about them and post on the bulletin board. Identify one
handicap to research and focus on the time, energy and money management ,froblems associated with it.
Share your findings in class. r,. .

'On successive days, invite a blind perso eaf person,and other physically handicapped person to discuss
the time, energy and i;nonex managerhin y oblems they deal with. Find out about the strategies the se
to. deal with them and summarize your findings.

Select one activity you like to do. Research ways you would have to change that actiVity if you were blin4,
deaf, mentally retarded, confined to a bed or wheelchair, or required to use crutcheT Identify special time
and energy factori which would be of concern. Share findings in class.

Examine the budgets of several handicapped persons to determine how their expenses differ from those of
nonhandicapped persons. Research the cost of_equipment, physician's care, medicine, hospitalization and



,

SUGGEStED COURSB GOAL Tip student will be able to describe ways household tasks can Me simplijled for
handicapped individuals and families.

I LEA'RMNG EXPERWNCFS RESOURCES

Identify various household, tasks and select one to perform blindfolded. Identify ways to simplify the
'selected task so a blind person could perform it. Do the same for other handicaps, identifying difficulties

encountered and ways of alleviating them. Discuss how standards may have to change in each case.

Interview several handicapped persons and develop a list of household titfhey have difficulty with.

Brainstorm ways to reduce these difficulties and research additional ways using newspapers, magazines and

pamphlets. Develop a handout or brochure describing pays tasks can he simplified by individuals with

various handiCaps.
4 .

Interview school personnel who work with-handicapped students (e.g., curriculum 'director, special.
x. education teacher, reading teacher, shop teacher, home economics teacher). Ask how daily tasks can be

simplififd for the handicapped, both at home and at school. Shareideas gathered from the various sources.
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SUGGESTED 'COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify 'resources available to h!1p the,
handicapped.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Brainstorm resources available to help the handicapped and list them on the board under the 'headings of
local, state and national. Choose one resource to research and report your timings in class.

Invite a guest speaker from a local community service' organization to discuss local help available to the
handicapped (e.g., glasses, braces for high school ,stuclesits). Identify one handicap and locate at least one
source.of assistance availa6le,in youF COMM nity.

Contact the state Future Homemakers of Americt,office for information regarding resources and programs
available to assist the handicapped. Summarize what you learned awl describe how that knowledge might
be used in the future.

Invite a guest speaker from the Veterans Administration, Department of Equal Opportunity; or other
employment-related organization to discussjob training opportunities for the handicapped. Identify job
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the re4tionship between economic trends

and employment opportunities in resource management.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES 6' RESOURCES

Become familiar with the concepts of work and leisure by using the kit Career Develop t: Education for
Living. Listen to quotes about work (e.g., John Ruskin's "In ()icier that'eople may be appy in their work,
these things are needed: they must be fit for it, they must not do too match of it, and they must have a
sense of success in it."). In small groups, analyze the quotes and develop statements about personal feelings
toward work and leisure. Compare similarities and differences in a group discussion.

Dikuss economic -trends and employment opportunities in the resource management fi by .reacting
briefly tp statements on the first page of the kit Career Development: Education for Living.

Speculate about what might happen to the family if homemakers were paid for their.viotk. Answer
questions such as "What might happen if housework were includtd in the GNP?"

59

Identify iob obnortunities in tesarce mahagement by examining the Ocrunatinnal nutInnk Hdruihnnk _ 41
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL,--The Nudent will be able to identify requirements forentryinto and success in
occupations related to resource management.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

-BrainsA:orm occupations that relate to the field of resource management. Once identified, discuss the topic:

"All occupations relate to resource management:"

Play the What Am gathe as follows: Each student has a job label (unknown to him or her) attached to his

or her back. Students que;tion each other about the job attached to then hack (e.g., requirements for
entry, activitibs, special clothing). Once the job is identified, students determine management-related skills

needed for that job. Following the dame, share finding's in class.

Brainstorm entry -level reqnirpments for a home %Manager. Invite several bottle managers to discuss
entry-level requirements. Compare and contrast identified requirements.

Plan a Job Fair of Career Day in your school. See that resource management occupations are included. In
ahnut rpniiisernents for entry into resource
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ale
SUGGESTED. COURSE GOAL The. student will be able to describe personal interests in and talents for

occupations related to resource management.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
.

RESOURCES

View Is a Careir in Management for You? List your own interests and talents and comp"ar* to a list of
requirements for particular jobs or positions related to resource management.

t.
134.

Complete a search puzzle which identifies traits needed in a work situation. Define these traits. Compare,
and contrast them with the chaiacteristicssanct talents needed fora.reer in management.

Complete a standardized personality inventory to se how your own interests and talents correlate with 104
those required in the management area. Complete "Am I Someone Who ...?" and discuss it in small
groups:.

Write a job description identifying ,activities a professional home manager would perform. Comparethese 41
activities to your own.interests and talents°.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able ,to apply management ski s acquired (e.g., decision
makingcommunication, energy, time) to other occi ations.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURC1S

r

Brainstorm a list of jobs not generally associated with management. Discuss the questions: Whatare the
skills needed for these jobs? Are there any jobs that do not require some management skills?\
Develop a list of resources which need to be managed..Brainstonn s related to managing these resources.

Working in three large groups focusing on the areas of food, shellecarld.r.lothing,Jist as,many occupations

N possible which-use resource management skills. Share and comPare lists inclass. '
. ,

Collect pictures and words that illustrate the use of management skills in varjout occupatiorik Create a

collage. Share collages in class and display on 'a bulletin board.
.

.
Make a list of jobs yclu have or have had. Give examples of how xOu managed resource's in thosq jobs. As a
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Pr
. Follow a honlemiker around for a day. Keep track oreverything he or she does and identify the Managerial
skills ujed. Compare and contniist different managerial skills used by kferent homemakers.

Discuss the impact of. volunteer wctk on the community. Interview heads of several organizations (e.g.,
holpital, youth organiLtions). AskqUestiloni. Which are. really dependent on volurijeer help'? What would

''bir the 'dollar ,figure required to, replace volunteer workers? What interests and, talents are required for
volunteer workers? Share your findings in class.

.

, Joke a guest speake whp has chatigartrbm one job :t another to discuss skills he o'r she carried over to his
or bec new job. Id ify jobs done around the home and'inanagement skills that have carried over from one

:task to. another. -

,
.

. / .

Invite a panel of en, and women from different occupations to discuss how they incorporate management
into their work. S'Immarize and cornpire you'''. findings. .ki . ,

;,,,Interview a, student "ports manager about his or her responsibilities and job ,payoffs. Find out how
management is, used in his'or her occupation and lifestyle `Repot your findings in, ciao.

.
. I:, - ..

i .

Arrange to,viiit a locl business establishment, fpr one dap,.. Report hack to class evidences of managementi :aldlls,e5thibitea by the employers and employees 'A T.
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ASSESSMENT
M

In the Goal-Based harming for Home EcttnomicS 'section of this guide, four sets of desired outcomes
were identified: (1) state goals; (2) district goals; program goals; (4) course goals. Competencies
were , discussed. Personal goals of individual 41 re men tioned. the'se were follOwed by
specific suggestions (learning activities, teacliinnat0 resources, alternative

.
instruction, etc.)

designed to assist the planner in Implementing a goal.based curriculum.,E,,
W V.)

Once' instructional plans are implemented, the teacher must pose the question: Are students
.

attaining desired outcomes, and is .the home economics pitigram Yelping them to reach those
outcomes? The quality of the answers to these qbestions depends on for what purpose and how well
assessment activities are designed ana carried out.

To measure the attainment of any goal or competency (Was it reached? . .. not Why? or Why not?
Or evenHowwell?), Oregon uses ASSESSMENT. Assessment in Oregon means taking inventory
asking,411Vhcre ark -we? Evaluation in Oregon means lifting the inventory(ieD- asking, What'd we
intend to do? What did we do? How weird we do it? What wolild.we do differently if we did it

.Assessment and evaluation are no/ synonyms in Oregon.
11111

If is desirable to know the kind of overall job the home economics program is doing,,then the
perfdrmance of' grouesof students is significant. Assessment focuses on whether an acceptable
majority ofstudents is attaining established gbals14 The needs of groups of students can1then be
identified and program planning improved accordingly. If, however, it is desirable to know how well
individual "students are attaining desired (or. required) outcomes, then the performance of each
indiVidual student is significant. Assessment fotuses on the needs, interests, and learning strengths
and Weaknesses of individpalstudentc as they strive to develop and demonstrite desired outcomes.

. The, needs of individual students can he identified nlyi learning activitik. teachingstrategies,
resources, etc., adjusted accordingly.

These relationships a're'shown below
provide answers to particular kinficof

Asseksment fl ,)*.41 (,( thi elements shown
qiwctit.mc

ASSESSMgalrc or 000UP AN° motvilliont rEricORMANCES

:33:.
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ASSESSMENTS of
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a

District Goals
Program Goqls
Course (and Unit) Goals

VMANIrrc

Competancies
Personal Goals v.

Learning Strength 1.0

& Weaknesses

tl
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Assessment of district goal attainment answers the question.. To what extent are students attaining
the outcomes of schooling the community and its schools desire?

.
Assessment of program goal attai ers the question: To what extent are students attaining
the outcomes home economics teacher ,curriculum'ipIpnners desire?

Assessmen(of course goal attainment answers' tfie qtlestion: To what extent are .students attaining
the outcomes home economics teachers Asirt for & Family Resource Management?

tA

Assessment of .competency attainment ansvors ,the question: To' what extent is a student
demonstrating desired applications'ofmhat has been learned in order to graduate?

CP.

Assessment .of pfrsonal goal attainment answers the questibn: To what extent is-a student attaining
those outcomes designated as of greatest personal imp4ajice, need. or interest? e -

Assessment of learning strengths and weaknesses answers the question: What characteristics
reflected by a student's performance can. be seen :Is enhancing or inhibiting attainment 'of desired
outcomes?

In seeking answers to these, questions, student performances that can be accepted as indicators of
attainment of desired outcomes miist be dear. These performance indicators serve to guide the
assessment activity in producing the most needed information.

To be in compliance with state requirements, each district must assure at assessment activities are
carried out in relation to three points. Assessment of student demon tration of competencies
required for graduation and identification of learning strengths and weaknesses are two of these. In
addition, the home economics program may be selected by your district for a special kindof
assessment required by the state. If this happens, it will be necessary to analyze the goals of the
program to determine the extent to which studentslist develop or apply reading, writing, and
computing skills in attaining sthqsr goals AS;'(' merit Will then focus on describing how wegjthe
necessary skills are 1,,,;,.o. (leeler 1 r r h,

)1,

0

re

Assessment:0 goakbased plannivg )s described on pages 1 7 1() in the hl,,,,,nrary Srrondary euitle, for Oregon Sehodls:,Part II, ,
,Suggestions. (Salem: Oregon Department' of M1,,,ti,,n 1977) , ,1..
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RESOURCES

Print

Books,& Articles for Students

1 Aesop. Aesop' 's Fables. Totowa, NJ: Sotheby Parke Bernet, 1075.

line, Virginia. DibsIniSeoch of Self. New Yprk Rallantine
ooks, Inc, 1976. (paperback)

3 Beery, Mary. Young Teens and Money Parning saving and
Spending. New York: McCrawHill 1071.

4 Bracken Peg. I./late to Housekeer Rook New/Nork: Fa'wcett
World Library, 1974. (paperback)

5 Brattori, Esther C: Home Management ls
inn & Company, 1971.

'I

I exingrnn, MA:

61.Craig, Haiel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Third
Edition. Peoria..li Chas A. Benno t In, 1'176

7 DeJesus, Carolina M: Child of the Dark: The Diary of Carolina
Maria. DeJesus. New York: 'New American Library, lo64.
(paperback) .

8 Energy, Consumerism; & You Are Important Family 'alues
.

,

99t- Fetterman, Elsie and Ruth Jordon: Consumer Credit. Peoria, FL:
Chas. A. Bennett.Co; I,976.

..10 Fleck, Henrietta and Louise Feriandez. Exploring Family Life.
Englewood Cliffs,. NJ:Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1977. .

Q.

11 Garrett, Pauline O. and Edward J. Metzen. ett At r A Consumer.
'erhezington,.MA: Ginn & Coinpany, 1972:

, to 41p, .,;

12 Gilbreth Frnk B. apt Ernestine Carey: Chtlapee by, the'
DO;eth New York: Bantam Books, Inc, n.d.

13 Graef, Strom. Concepts .inA7o:thing. New York: M
1976.

s.

data reportedly accurate
at time of publication

.

.

Addre

Sotheby Parke Bernet Publishers
c/o Biblio Distributing Centre
81 Adams Drive
Totowa, NJ 07512

Ballantine Books, Inc
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Fawcett World Library
151,5 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

Ginn & Company.
191 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Chas. A. Bennett Co, Inc
809 West Detweiller Drive
Peoria, IL.61614

New American Library
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

'cholastic Book Services
Division of Scholastic Magazine

,50 West 44th Stibet
New York, NY 10036

.(see 6)

Prentice-Hall, Inc °.
-Route 9 West ,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
V

(see 5)

Bantam Books,inc
666 Fifth Avenue.
'NeW York, NY 1009

(see 1)

,
e
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Books & Articles for Students

.14 Jell9r Herbert M. and Robert 0. Herrmann. The American
Consuiner: Issues and Decisions. New YLirk: McGraw-Hill Book
Co, 1972. .

15 Jones, Jan. Clothing Your
. Prentice-Hall, 1977.

Way.' Englewoo,liffs, NJ:

1#16 Keller,. Helen. The Story of My Life. Englewood Cliffs, NE
Scholastic BookServices, 1973. (paperback, glades 7-12)

17 Levy, Lean, et al. The Consumer in the Marketplace, Second
Edition. Belnitnt, CA: Pitman Publishing Corp, 1976.

18 Lewis, Banks, and Banks. Teen Horizons at Home & School. New
York: Macmillan Co, Inc, 1970.

Mackracken,..Mary. Circle of Children. New York. Neve.Ametica
Library, 1975.

20 McKitrick, . Max. Money Management, The Contemporary
Consumer Series. New York: McGraw-Iii111975.

21 McGoggh, Elizaloeth. Dollars & Sense: The Teen-Age Consumer's
Guide. Niw York: Wm. Morrow & Co, Inc, 1975,

ss,

22 Middle SchoolJunior gigh Co-Educational Mini Units in Home
Economics':. Unit IA --Spacefor Living. White Bear Lake. Misl:
Instructional Materials Center',.p.d.

23 Mitchell, Margaretorty With the Wind. New York :' Avon Books,

1974. (paperback),

s 24 Oppenheim, Irene. Mona eneni 771°. thi Home. New Yoik:
MacmillyPUblishing Co.

.

%, . . .

25° Oppenheifri, Irene, Management qif tikAModern Home. New York:

Macmillan Pub1fshing Co,1976. -
, /

26 Orwell, George. 1984. New. York: New American Library1971.
(paperback) . vs

27 Powell, E.- "How to Keep Aplthances ,,n Energy - Budget. :'

Popular Sciefce, Nov 1975, prs 106- 1 OR

-0,

28 ..Retch, glades. The Gteening of America Nevi York: Bantarn
Books, Inc,'19V1.(paperback) i.

29 Riker and Riker. Me: Understanding Myself aroftthers.'Peoria.
IL: Clfis. A, Bennett ko, Inc, 1971.

. IP i -$

36' Schreiber, Flora R. kybil. New York: Whmer Books,qnc, ,I,974.

°(paperback)

4

Address

(see 3)

(see 10)

(see 8)

Pitman Publishing Corp
6 Davis Drive
,Belmont;,, CA 94002

Macmillan Publishing Co, Inc
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 1-0922

(see 7)

4

S.

sK

(see 3).

fiforrow 8c Co, Inc iv

105 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Minnesista. InstrucjionalMaterials Center
3300 Century Avtnue North,
White Bear Lake, MN S$, I10

Avon Books
959 Eighth Avenue
New Yorlc, NY 10019

(see 18)

(see 18)

.(see 7)

Popular Science .
Times Mirror Magazines, Inc
380 Madison Avenue
New York', NY 10017

, (see 12)

.(see 6) ;

W,arner.Books, Inc ,-
75'Rocke feller Plaza.

7 New York. NY 1000



Books 4 Articles for Students
.,A

A Seuss, Dr. Bartholomew and the Oobleck. New York: Random
Houp, Inc, 1949.

32 Seuss, Dr. LOrax, New YoFk: Random House, Inc, 1971

33 Seuss, Dr. Sneetches and Other Stories. New York: Random
House, Inc, 1961.

-34 Seuss,,Dr. There's a Wocket in My Pocket. New York.
House, Inc, 1974.

35 Seuss, Dr. Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories. New York:
Random House, Inc, 1958.

Random

36 Thal, Helen M. and. Melinda Holcombe: Your Family
4ioney.°Boston: Hbtighton Mifflin Company, .103.

"\l
37 Tofflei, Alvini . Future Shock. New

1970.

-38 Trooboff, Benitin M. and Fannie*Lee lioyd. Personal PThance
for consumers. Morristown. NJ: Ge ral Learning Press. 19

IP f

Address

Random House, Inc
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

(see 31)

sir

.(see 31)

(see 31) .

(see 31)
.40

awl Its a Houghton Mifflin Company
2 Park Street

-4";it Bost on , MA 02107

York Random House, Inc, -
(see 31)

39 U.S. Department of Labor.. Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1977

40 U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Jar Statistics. //artililook
of Labor Statistics. Washington. ter U.S ('d,vernment Printing
Office."(cufrent issues)

,
41 U.S. Department of Labor. OCcupational Outlook' Handbook.

Washington, DC: U.S:Government Printing Offico..,107.
9

'It 42 iorst,, Judith. Alexander and the Terrible, HoTtrible. No Good.
Ver.y.Bad Day. New,.York: Atheneum' Publishers. 1977.

..i. -.4 '',

- s.

, .'.. .

. e',. ct.4t' .
43' 'Wqstlake, Helen. Relationships: A Studc' in Human Behavior.

L'ex.ingtorK Mk' Ginn & Cornpany. 1977

4'i,'? 0 A
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c44 ' G tive Decision
,
Making:- Forum (Sprink/Summet:4.r 1 71). J.C. .

Pamphlets

Penney, Ca, Inc.

:0
45 ';Decisions for Creative Living. Corvallis. OR: gsti-oopecatiye

Extension Service, n.dit* .

$

,1 46 Energy Saving.. Hcimeig2, Cliecklisi,
Coope rat ive- Exteniiorf Service, 1976:

A)

.
Corvallis.

tr

OR: OSU,

-93' ;88

General Learning Press
25.0 James Street
Morristown, NJ 03960

Superintendent of Documents
U.St Government Printing OfflT
Washington. DC 20402

(see 39)

(39)
AtIteneurnPublishers
122 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

(see 5)-

Address'

J.C. Penney adric
Educaitional,,RelatiOns4,
1301 Ayeenie of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

t.

A

,
.1 °

Y. * . ,
,

oudooperative ExtensionStrVice
GregOil State University
.Corvalli§, OR 97331 .



Pamphlets

47 Family Energy Watch Calendar. Stip of Oregon, Department of
Energy, n.d.

48 Food for the-Elderly.
Service, n.d.

49 Money Management
n.d.

Corvallis, OR: OSU Cooperative Extension

Series. Chicago: Household Finance Corp,

50 "New Perspectives on Changing Roles,' ()rum (Spring /Summer
1976) J.C. Penney Co, Inc.

.
,..

51 "People,. Progress & Priorities," Forum (Fail /Winter 1976) J.C.
Penneyf o, Inc. ,

- .

52 "Safeguard." Published monthly by the Pottland Better Busineis
. Buteatii/

r 53 Saving Energy Makes Good Centi...Portland. OR: Pacific Power &

Light Company, n.d.

Set The Family Money Manager New
-Insurance, n.d.

Address

State of Oregon, Department of Energy
528 Cottage Street North East
Salem, OR 97310

(see 45)

Money Management Institute
Household Finance Corp .

Prudential Plaza '
Chicago, IL 60601

(see 44)

(see 44)
. -

Portiund Better Business Bureau.
623 Corbett-Building
430 Southwest Morrison
Portland, OR 97204

Pacific Power & Light Company
920 Southwest 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

Yntl, Institute of Life Institute of Life Isurance
277 Park Venue
New York, kV 10017

(see 44)
_ - )55 Values Clarificati.New York ./.(7,;;Elthirey Co, Inc. n.d.

56 Your Weekly F6oa 4#1rorvallis, OR: OSU Cooperative

Extension-S81,.iee-7-eircular 686.,n.d

Kits & Gahm; .

4

Boy Talk. Madison, W1 FM1,'n.ri.

I:see45)

Address

PO Box 4272
Midison, WI. 53711

. .

58 Career Dectsions; Finding, Gettig, and Keeping a Job,'. New k

_ York: J.C. Penney Co, Inc, 1971. (Includes 3 filmripk'and
record, guide, ttansparencies) , - (see 44)

v
.7.

59 Career Del, opment: Education fr Living. New York: \,:!C

Penney Co _Inc, 4,974'. (Includes 3
a

filmstrips.; case stir

transparenc s. worksWeers) :.

60. C'cirrt munica 'on Games. Madison. W1 EMI,n.d.
'' '. '

61'
, ,

61 CommunicatOn: rive Problems Approach: Madison, WI: EMI, v...

n.d. '

1.:. ,..,
, . 4. u-

, .,..4 .

.
. ,

.

.....4.- 62 ''Congener Decision Making. 14w Yprk,:Tt. Pertn..ey Co, Inc, n.id...* (see.44) .. S....
..-... -

..

, (see 44)

-it 4:.:

(see 57)

94 ...
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Kits & Games

63 Decisions. Madison, WI: EMI, ri.d.

64: Decisions Decisions. New York: J.0 Penney Co, Inc, 1976.
(Multimedia teaching Unit, including cassette)

(see 57).

(see 44)

<ri

.n.d. (T nsparencies, puppets, 5 recorded playlets, bulle01 board
65 Decision LC.eking for Consumers. New York: Penney Co, Inc,

and filmstrip with recorded commentary) (see 44)*
S.

66 Energy and Your Future Environment. San 'Francisco: Standard' Akt Standard Oil C pany of California
Oil of California, n.d. (Includes 2 filmstrips, 1 cassette, 10 spfiit 225 Bush Street
masters, 4 color transparencies, 2 wall charts) San Francisco, CA 94104

67 Game of 99.. Madison, WI: EMI, n.d. -(see 57)

.68 .Insights Into -Consumerism: Coping With a Covhlecv Society. New
,_,. Yotkn.C. Penney Co, Inc, n.d. (see 44)

.

t r
69 Me, lyysell & 7: How Preschoo.lers See Themselves. New York. r

J.C. Penney ic o, Inc, 1973. (Includes guide pict#re cards. records,
puppets) (see 44)

-4-ft ,ily70 Money.. our Mdrriage. Washington, DC; Educational Service National Consumer FinanCe Association
Division;

d
ational Consumer Finance Association. 1972. 32 pp. 1000 16th Street NW -

, WashingtOn, DC 20036

71 Retrace. Madison, WI: EMI, n.d. (see.57)

72 The Budgeting Game. Madison. WI EMI. n T (sett'.67)... , ',.

73 Toward A Quality of Living. New -York I e
1976. (Includes 2 filmstrips and cassettes)

l'inuney In. r
(see 44

74 Your Space and Mine: A 'Behervinrol A woad] I,) mVrimments.
New York: J.C. Penney Co. Inc. 1`)7c (include, t filmstrips with
cassettes) . (see 44)

Maga7hirc

75 Co-)d

76 Good Housekeeping

17 Ladies' Hothe Journal
r's"

78 Redbook

79 Seventeen Magazinl

Address.

Co-rd
Hoi'he Economics Division
(see 8)

. cood' Housekeeping
7719159 Eighth Avert&

New York, NY 10019

Ladies' Home Journal
DoWne Communicaltons, Inc :
641 Lexington Avenue
New Yak; NY 10022

'Redbook Publishing Company,
' 23Q Park Avenue

. New York1NY 10017

?Eiahgle Publications, Inc
0320 park Avenue.
NeTlork, NY 10021

- .

,



1

Books oi,Articles for Teachers. -

6

80 Baer, Jean and Herbert Fehsterneim. Don't Say Yes When You
Want to Say No. New York: Dell Publishing Co, 1.97.

81 Boyd, Fannie Lee and Mary Helen." Cebik, eds. Consumer
Education: A Resource aide for Georgia Schools. Athens,
Georgia: University of Georgia, 1973.

-A4

2 Competency' Based Curiculum in Home Management. Charlest6n,
*V: Bureau. of Vocational, Technical, & AdultEciucation, 1976.

'83 Consumer Education Cyrriculum Modules,', A Spiral Process
Approach. Fargo, ND: North Dakota State liiversity, 1974.

84 Deacon and Ffrebaugh.\ Home Management 'Context and -,

Concepts. Boston, MA: Houghton Mtn Co, 1975.

85 Engstrom, Red W. and R. Alec Mackenzie..Managi' ng Your rime:
Practical Guidelines-ov the Effective Use of Time. Gran ;Rapids,
MI: Zondervat Put*** g House, 1

an

976. f

, 86 Family Magem
41 .:

rnystes.-
I Oct, 1.975.

Tips mid ToPirc. Vol XVI, No.

Fen erheim, Herbert and Jean Baer. Don't Say Y es When You
Want Say No.Niew York: Dell Ditoliching Co, Inc. 1076.

88 Gelatt, ,Varenhorst, & ('arey. Pr, hung.. College Entrance
Eiamination Board: I972.

89 Gelatt, Varenhorst, & Carey. Pleciding.

York: College Entrance Examination Roard.19,
tilde. New

0 Gross, Crandall,. and Knoll. Management fin- Modern Eamil4s.

New York: Appleton-Century-Cr4ts. 197,1.

91

92

,

'..).... Iti
Halley, Robert. °Value Ex-1711)1771On Th h Rolie I'laving.*Slevy

York: Hart Publishing Co, 107s.
. .4e . . -.

. isi ' ..
- "4..

Hawit'y, 'Robert C. and Isabel LA Hawley: Human Values inkthe
Claisroom,.A.Handbook j Tealtegs'. New York: Flat tPublishing
COn9 75. '. r

oHovok...and Howel..Personalizing^ 'Educ
and Beyond. New York: Hart Publishin

JohnS9.n, benatore, Lei& Miner:
Bevgily Hills; CA: Glencoe Press,19!74.
10 . -of

a

ation: Values ClarWatiotlimit
gCoi,sl,nc, 1975.

; ..

iyothikNever Happink.
s
4

's

rt

96

Address

Dell Publishing Co, Inc
One Dag Harnmerskjold Plaza
245 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017
ca

Thx1MI Ntrsity 9f Georgia
Department of Home Economics Educaticil
College of Educatiofi

' 604-Adorhold Hall
Athens, GA 30602

Vocational Curriculum Laboratory
Cedar Lakes Conference Center
Ripley, WV 25271

College of Home Economics-
. North Daketa State University

Fargo-y ND 58102

(see 36)

Zondervan Publishing House
444 52nd Street SE
Kentwood, MI 49505

Tips and Topics
College of Home Economics
Box 4170, Texas Tech University .®

Lubbock, TX 79409

(see 80)

College Entrance Examination Board
888 Seventh Avenue
New Yatk,'NY 10019

I

(see 88)

Appleton-Century-eivffs
292 Madison Avenue
New krk, NY °1001

Hart Publishing Co, Inc
15 West Fourth Street'
NewYork, NY 1.0012

or

(see 91)

(see 91)
1

Glencoe Pips,
173.J7eVentur.a Blvd
Encino, 0'91316

Q

% 9 1

S
"'

it



Books & 'Articles for' Teachers

95 ,.Keenan, lvfaxine. Proposed Models for Studying Decision:Making
Structures. Long 'each, CA: 49'er Shops,inc, 1972.

_AcicIreN

49"er Shops,lric ,

California State University
6049 East 7th Street

ng Beach, (]'A 9086.1

96 Lakein, Alan. How to Get' Control of Your Vime and Your 14e.
(see 7)-New York.: New American Library, 1974.

97 Lilcert, is and Jane Gibson. New Ways of Managing Conflict.
New YO" cGraw-Hill, 1976.

98 Mager, RObert. Goal Analysis. Belmont,
Inc, 1972.

1.

CA: Fearon Publishers,.
A

99 Olsen; Marviii. "Conserving Energy by Changing Societal Goals."
Illinois Teacher, S/O', 1976.

100 Olson, Geraldine. "Curricula .and Jobs for Home
Management-Family Ecopomics Graduats." Family Economics:

..?fferibiird Security in Air Era of Scarcity. Prot-eedings of the
Six(eenth Regional Family "Economics-Home Management
Educatori Conference. November 1R-70.1076. pr 00.107

101 /Olson, Ken. The Art of Hanging [Mow in A" -I, World
Phoenix, AZ: O'Sullivan R, in 7'

102 Pollock,, Ted. Managing /1 h
Hawthorn Books. Inc. 1971

103 Scholz, Prince, and Miller. How to Decidk: A Guide fp, te,nn,
New,York: College Ertrrance Examination Roat. 1 0 7 c

1_04 Simon, Sidney B. Meeting Yourvell Niles. II ArgtIS
l'Corniznunicatio.ris, 1974.

V",
05 Simon, Howe, & "Kirshenbatim. Vahtec Clarification. New York:

Hart. Publishing Co, 1972..

106 Simpson, Bert K. Becoming ,j,wati, of Va/net. (A Guidebook for
Teachers Understanding and llcing Valnes Fcitiention) San Diego.
Pennant PreSs, 1973! , f
Smith, Panuel 'When I Say
Bantam Books, Inc, 1§75. ,

107 No, / red cull/ v New York.

108 Spitze, Hazel. "Lifev NOt Just Survival: Home Ec and Utilization
of Worlds'ResourQes,' Illinois Teacher. S/0. 1976. pp. 41.48.

109 4. Spitz4; tlazel.."Teachtng Techniques Relatecloto,Jbality)okLife.'a
41k- , Te:acher, S40, 1-91.5041. 6-8. ,;

rr

679.2. ;

(see 3)

Fearon Publishers, Inc
6 Davis Diive
Belmont, CA 94002

Illinois Teacher
351 Education Building
University orIllinois
Urbana, IL 61804

Department of Consumer Sciences & Housing
Aylesworth Hall
Colorado State University
Fort Collins. CO 80521

O'Sullivan, Woodside &
2218 East Magnolia
Plapenix, AZ 85034

Hawthorn Books, Inc
260 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(see88)

/rgus Communications
440 Natehex Avenue

Niles. IL 60648

(see 91)

Pennant Press
8265 Commercial Street. No. 14
I a Mesa, CA. 92041

(see 17)

(see 99)

(see 99)

IP so'
.+
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t
Books & Articles for Teachers

.

,I10 Spitze,, Hazel. "The Quality of Life and Home Economics,"
Illino4Teacher, SIO,'1975, pp. 1-5.

"...
411 "The Systems Scene A Game of ApPlication,"`r an 4Topits,

AiiitlAV1, No. I, Oct 197.5.

112 V1Igker:Katheryn. Time,,,E4eMeastire of Houselisy
W61iington, DC: AHEA 'Publleation, 1975;

"

113 Wallace,.Sharon. "Quality91 Life," Journal of Home Economics,
Nov 1974.

114 Warmke, ROman F., et al. Consumer Decision Making.. Guides to
` Better LiVing. Cincinnati, OH: South-Western Publishing Co,
.1972.

uation,
N..

115 Warmke, Ronian F., et al. Consumer EconomicProblems, Eighth
Edition. Cincinnati, OH: South - Western. Publishing Co, '1071.

116 Woolcott, Donna. "Learning Activity for Energy Use and
Conservation," Illinois Teacher, SIO . 1976. pp. 25 26.

Filhfs

117 A Day in the tit% ,f Po ohie Conilqo A 1 R

161/2 min. 197c

118 Bahysitting. The Joh and' / A'idc (:',anoe

119 Being. AC[ ?1 min. 1°71

12'0 Buying. Aetna Life and Casualty. n.

121 Conservanon To Savghi,

Nonprint

',II irontiierti, 1 cm nal Fllnnc. 1971)

122 Consumer Game. Pyramid Films, c, min. 1Q73.

A

123 *Energy A First Film, Bailey Film. A iates. k min, 1971.
-A.

`1-

(

**Address

(see 99

(see 86) ;.

American Home Ecortplits'Risodiatidn
2010 Masiachusetts Aten &NW
Washington, DC 20036

'

'

(see 112)

South - Western Publ ishing Company
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, 4527

(see 114)

(see 99)

Address

Arthur Barr Productions
Box. 5667
Pasadena, CAit91104-,

Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
NevylYork, NY 10017

A kilms, Inc
West 45th Street

New York, NY 10036

Aetna Life and Casualty
151 Farmington Avet14..,
Hartford, CT 06115

Journal Films, Inc
909 West Qiversey
Chicago IL 60614

Pyramid Films
Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406

Art... Bailey Film Associates
Educational Media
2211 Michigair Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90404

. 9

98 s .
41'



124 EnetgyLA Matter o C.floice.S. Encyclopaedia Brittanica, -c, 22
min.; 197.3;

. ,
'1 ,

1,25 Give Earth a 'Chance. Westin*gb.btqe Learning Corp, n.d.
11,1111.

t

"ir

126 GoodbAnn, Centron Educational Films. c. 21 mina 1972.

127 Guidance for the 70s.:, Self Fcir,rr, lir A Frhicnt irmal Media, c,
1,7 3/4 min, 1971.

128 Guidance for the 70's: The Alarm, cam,. RFA rduaticmal
Mekac. 19 3/4 min. 1974.

129 Guidance for the 70: Who's. Recrwiciblp Ri A
Media,c, 19 min, 1972.*

130 His Responsibility. Sterling Films, e I i min, I

131 Instrance.' Netna Life and CCnal' -.d

.pior Is a_ Career in Lai Pri.Tarrni, I; '
min. 1975.

,'- Address

Eneyclopa
;Edsicatiopil
425 Isiorth'Mi'dht

. Chicago, IL 606

'WestInghLiuse Leaiktu g Corp,
4430 Pdirk Avenue
NewYark, NY 1001:7

Brittarkica.
Oration,.

venue

Centron Echicational Films
q121 West 9th Street
Lawrence, KS 66044 .

(see 121)

(see12.3)--

Fdl)catinhal

( h.., 11;11 Films,

133 Is a-Career in the /Intel of Motel Bn'" 1?, $ ',; ('-11Plor
Films. Inc, c, 14 min, IQ 7:).

134 Is a Career in Mannee,,,r," FilmR In c, f4
min, 1972. '6'

135 h a Career in the Profeccip,u ri17/1c c, 14

min,I972.

136 Is a Careir-in the Restaurant Business fin )ini!' AIMS
InstitutioniMedIa Services. Inc.'. , 14 min,197?

137 Is a Career in the Ta leor ,ipparrl 1,071 ctn.
Films, Inc, c, 1Q74.

138 Is a Styes Career for You? Counselor I ilrn'4, Inc, c. 15 min. 1971.

139 Israeli Bo Lite on a Kibbutz. Ency6lopaedia Rrittarlica
Educational Corp, 17 min, 1973.

140 Job Opportunities in Rotils and Moiety Sterling Fthicaiional
Films, c, 11 min, MO.

-141 JOS in the Baking Industry. Sterling Educational Films, c, 7 min,
1970,, 2.r.!

99

(see 123)

Sterling Educational Films. Inc
241 EaSt 34th Street'

.New York. NY 10016

(see 120)

Churchill Films
662 North Robertson Boulevard
I ns Angeles, CA 9006Q

Counselor Films .

1727 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103.

(see 133) ,

(see 133)'

, .

AIMS Institutional Media Services, Inc
626 Justin Avenue
Glendale, CA 91201

(see 133)

(see, I33)

(see 124)

(see 130

(gee 110), .6 -

I`
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a* i.- Address

142'Making a D e c i i i o n Is . . . Churchill F-ilms, c, 19 Min, 1974 . p I (see n?).
:

143 Man fluilds, Man 1:jestrops_ Great Plains NationaloTtistriuctional y. treat Minns Naiional Institutional
TV Library
Box 80669
Lincoln, NB 6'501

"
.ODCE Film "'s
PO Box 1491
1633 SW Park Avenue
Portland, OR 97207

'Film Fair Communications
10900 VentUra.,Blvd
Studio City, CA 91604

a

144 Miracle of FeedingAinerica. Swift & Company, c,21 min, n.d.

145 MoneyWhat It's Worth. Film Fair, 16 min, 1975

146 Peege. Phoenix Rips, c, 28 min, 1973.

147 People Who Work in Factories. CoronetFilms, c, 11 min, )971.

4F

148

149

150

151

People Who Work ih Officer Coronet Films, b, 11, min, 1971.

People Who Work in Stores. Coronet Films, c, min, 1971,

%.

. .,.
. Recycling Waste. ...kurnarFilms;c, I 1 min, 1971. I

OregonSoiled Frontier. Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, c-,
27 min, 1970. .

1'
152 The Energy Dilemma. Filrhs Irtcorpora'tpd. n.d.

153 The Mb iffy Tree. AIMS instoictionni Wrlia Services.
min, 1971,

154 The Right to Die!
1973;

Part I ,"c, 27 min, 1071. Part

°

-Phoenix Films
476 Park'Avenue South
New York, NY 10,016

Coronet Instliktional Media
05 East Stuth Watef Street
Chicago, It 606o 1

it (see 147)

(set 147)

'(see 144 or 121)

(see 144)

Filins Incorporated
i 144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091

Inc; c, 20
(see 136)

II, c. 27 min,

155 Time of Yburl.ife. Cally, 1974.
e

.. 156 Tommy's First Car. Film Fair Communication. c, 11

. : 15'7 Val es and Goals.. it Way To Ge. ()DI r . 71.

158 World of Foods. Sterling Films, n.d.
1 ,

159 You7I Earn It. Cunalktual Insurance Society, n.d:
.

fi

160 Your CI-edit is Good. Journal Films. r, 15 1077

'

4th -,s r

.100

1071

- e..

Macmillan Films, inc
VMacquesten Parkway South

Mount.Vernon, NY 10550

(see 144) .

(see 144 or 145)
I

(see 144) (;

.7.,: (see,130) .

CUNA (Credit Union National Association)
' PO Box.0.1.

Macgsoinif1.53701 .
s.

Isite 144. or 121),

4,4



:
.ftihnsidps

161 Budgeting Series. Interpretive Education, n..d. (511nistrips:with
cassettes) .

c.

*
62 Energy: Use It Wisely: Around The Hoire. USDA Extension

, `Service, 1975. (1ffiktles cassette) r',

4
163 Vetting Your Money 's Worth. Singer Society' fof. Visual

Edit-cation,
..

(6 filiiiiOrips with cassettes)

. 4
164 floui Would.You Like to be Old? Guidance AsSociates, n.d.

4*-
165 Monertifdriagetnent Filmitrip Library, IloricAnld Finance Corp..,
166 Preparing for an Interview. J.C. Penney'Co. Inc. 1674. (Inc:luciles

filmstrip record) ,

r '

' 167 Shopliftkr Guidance Associates, n.d..
168 Tile Energy Crisis. Westinghouse I eam ing Corp. n.d.(? filmstrips

1,1t1th cassettes).

169 Umpteen itays People Shop in niiSiOn VW, frig for Cemvu,,,,rs
Kit. J.C. Penney Go', Inc. 11.(1.

You and.Youi Clothing. Household Finance Corr. n.d.
t 44.

You the Consumir..Siriger Society for (7,1,&tion.Inc. n d

Tapes & Slider

172 Are You Listening? New Ybrk: LC. Penney Co. Inc. 1971 (lapel

_173 Values. New York: J.C: Penney Co, Inc, Sp /8u, 19f2. ('Cape)

.
0

Address-'

Interpretive Eduoation, Divisiog of
tIlinois Envelope Co .

400 Bryairt Street .

Kalamazoo, MI.49001

Deparfment Of Agriculture
USDA 'Extension Service
WasiOngton,5C 20250

Singe,Society for Visual Education
13451Diversey way :=

-Chicago, IL
..

(118)

(see 49)

.

(see 44)

(see 118)

(see 125).

(see 44)-

(see 49)

- (see 163)

(see 44)

Csee 44)

11

t
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